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VIRGINIA BEACH - NORFOLK - NEWPORT NEWS 
HAMPTON - WASHINGTON D.C. - MARYLAND 
WHEN?? 
WHERE?? 
FRIDAY· APRIL 20 - 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM 
SATURDAY· APRIL 21 -10:00 AM - 5:00 PM 
SUNDAY· APRIL 22 - 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM 
MONTEREY HOTEL RESORT (OLD HILTON) 
1000 AGUAJITO RD., PENINSULA ROOM 
PHONE: 373-6141 
Experienced Real Estate Professionals will be available to answer any housing related questions you 
may have .. . bringing you maps, new home brochures, rental information and displays of typical 
homes with data on prices, mortgage financing, qualifying, commuting routes, schools and other 
items of interest to anyone planning a move to one of the above areas. 
THIS MAY BE THE BEST 20-30 MINUTES YOU CAN SPEND IN PLANNING YOUR MOVE!! 
Linda Fox·Jarvls 
MEMBER MILLION $ SALES CLUB 
BUS: (804) 460·2456 
RES: (804 ) 363-9501 
PLEASE JOIN US (ACT IVI TIES AVAILABLE FOR CHILDREN) 
WiIIlillIl f. Wood 
ilnd Assocliltu 
REALTORS 
1-120 IndependerlC8 Boulevard 
Virginia Beach, VA 23455 
Barbara Adami 
MEMBER MILLION S SALES CLUB 
BUS: (804) 48\ ·371 0 
RES: (804 ) 481 20566 
call TOLL FREE 1-(800) 468-7382 
, 
x---------------------------Simply clip and mail this coupon to: 
William E. Wood & Associates ·1120 Independence Boulevard· Virginia Beach, VA 23455-9972 
Attn: Linda Fox-Jarvis, Barbara Adams 
YESII Norfolk/Vlrglnla Boach Bound! 
I am inlerested in: 0 Purchasing a home in Norfolk, Virginia Beach or Chesapeake 0 Purchasing a home in Newport 
News or Hampton 0 Renting a home 0 Please send me your "Relocation Packet" 0 I am not moving to 
Tidewater, but I anticipate relocating to: -___ Please provide information on that area _ 
Name _ ___________ Phone, _____ Spouse Name: 
Address: _ ______________ __ City _______ State ____ Zip, ____ _ 
Rate/Rank _______ ________ years in Service ___ _ House Type: 0 Singlo Family 
o Townhouse DOther ______________ Price Range ____________ _ 
Desire: 0 VA 0 FHA 0 CONV 0 ASSUME Monthly Payment _ _ __ _ No. of children ____ _ 
Ages Approximate Date of Arrival ______ _ Proiected duty station ______ _ 
ACADEMIC 
CALENDAR 
Winter Quarter A Y '90 
New Vear's Day (H") ......... Mon., Jan. 1 
Reporting Date ........ . ..... TUB., Jan. 2 
Instruction Begins ............ Mon., Jan. 8 
Martin Luther King Birthday (H) Mon., Jan. 15 
Reporting Date for Refresher . Mon .. Feb. 12 
Washington's Birthday (H) ... Mon., Feb. 19 
Refresher Begins .. , ........ Tue., Feb. 20 
Quarter Final Exams . Mon.-Thu., Mar. 26-29 
Graduation Exercises . ....... Thu., Mar. 29 
Spring Quarter A Y '90 
Reporting Date . . . . . . . . . Mon., Mar. 26 
Instruction Begins ....... . .... Mon., Apr. 2 
Reporting Date for Refresher ... Mon., May 7 
Refresher Begins ........... Mon., May 14 
Memorial Day (H) . . . . . Mon., May 28 
Quarter Final Exams Mon.-Thu., June 18-21 
Graduation Exercises ........ Thu., June 21 
Summer Break .... Fri.-Sun., June 22-July 8 
Summer Quarter A Y '90 
Reporting Date .............. Mon., July 2 
Independence Day (H) ........ Wed., July 4 
Instruction Begins . . . . . . . . . . .. Mon., July 9 
Reporting Date for Refresher Mon., Aug. 13 
Refresher Begins ..... . . . . . Mon., Aug. 20 
Labor Day (H) . ............ Mon., Sep. 3 
Quarter Final Exams . Mon.-Thu., Sap. 24-27 
Graduation Exercises ........ Thu., Sep. 27 
Fall Quarter AY '91 
Reporting Date . . . . . .. Mon., Sep. 24, 1990 
Instruction Begins ...... . ..... Mon., Oct. 1 
Columbus Day (H) ..... . . . ... Mon., Oct. 8 
Reporting Day for Refresher " Mon., Nov. 5 
Veteran's Day (H) ......... Mon., Nov. 12 
Refresher Begins ........... Tue., Nov. 13 
Quarter Final Exams . Mon.-Thu., Nov. 17-20 
Thanksgiving Day (H) ........ Thu., Nov. 22 
Graduation Exercises ........ Thu., Dec. 20 
Christmas Break ........ Fri .·Sun., Dec. 21· 
Jan. 6, 1991 
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The Classmate was originated and pr.v~ 
ously edited by the wives of the student. of 
the General line and Naval Science School. 
It Is now _pon.ored by the Officer Students 
Wives Club of the Naval Postgraduate 
School. Material and opinions contained 
herein af. those of the publishers and are 
not to be considered an official expression 
of the Department of the Navy. Because of 
Its functions as an unofficial medium for the 
Officer Students Wives Club, advertise-
ments In the publication do not constitut. 
an endorsement by the Department of the 
Navy of service. advertised. Written pennia-
slon I. necessary to re-print any material 
herein. Published at no cost to the U.S. GOY· 
emment by Herald Printers, 201 Foam St., 
Monterey, CA. 
The monthly deadline for All copy to the 
Editor, SMC 2330, Is the 1st of the month 
prior to the month ot publication (November 
1st to get Into the December Issue). The 
deadline for advertising copy Is the 5th ot 
the month prior to the month ot publication. 
Material and opinions contliined herein are 
thoN of the contributors and should not be 
considered an official e.p, .. slon of the or· 
fleet' Students WlVH Club or the Department 
ot the Navy. 
Call 
Coldwell Banker 
Our Military Specialists can 
help you relocate - fast. 
No matter where you're going, 
a call to Coldwell Banker is a 
move in the right directi(m. 
1·800·826·2943 
() 1!:OO Co;d\\'\"~1 Banker I<tl'idential Real F.slate 
G:t Equal HOIlM, l'ppo .. tumty. Son~ f Ifnet's 
lndtpe-ndt'ntiy O .... ned and Optrated. 
RELOCATING TO: 
QUANI1m HQMC 
PENTAGON NAVAL ANNEX 
Call Anne Greoseman 
Military Specialist 
Fonner La Mesa Village 
Resident 
Name __________________________________________________ __ 
~~--------------------------------------------------
City __________ S .... __________ Zip _____ _ 
Phone _________________ Expected Date of Arriva' ________________ __ 
392 Garrisonville Rd. #105 Stallord VA 22554 
(703) 720-0110 (703) 659-2141 
CARPET REMNANTS 
Good Selection 
Fast Friendly Service 
Family Owned and Operated 
FREE %" FOAM PAD and FREE DELIVERY 
To Military with Remnants 
Carpets and Linoleum Loose-Layed at Reduced Rates· 
Full Service Floor and Window Coverings· 
Remnants and Rolls · Ready-made Draperies 
1275 10th St. 
Monterey, CA 93940 
Tel. (408) 373-7759 
n 
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The winds of March came early this 
year leaving us somewhat disheveled. 
Fences were left leaning in opposite 
directions, cars were maliciously co-
vered with branches and streets were 
littered with unusual debris. The howl-
ing sound had many people wishing 
they'd stayed under the covers until it 
was over. 
The rains were also a welcome sight 
quenching the ground and actually 
welcoming a few scattered poppies. 
Since becoming Editor I have had 
an overwhelming response from con-
tributors. Unfortunately what I was not 
able to print in February, I can now use 
in this double issue. 
Editor's Note 
by Lydia Ariaudo-Gragg 
Jena of Monterey Bay 
4 
A few years ago Debbie Morris 
headed west from Pennsylvania to 
start her own business. In December 
1988, she opened JENA of Monterey 
Bay. Now it's a successful one-woman 
operation and Debbie has plans to 
open more stores. 
Jena features an unbeatable combi-
nation of high quality swimwear and 
build-your-own bikini separates. The 
people at Jena pride themselves on 
their ability to help every woman find 
the perfect style for her needs. For that 
special evening out, Jena has the soft-
est leathers in a rainbow of fashion col-
ors. They carry leather and suede 
pants, shorts, skirts, tops and dresses, 
sizes 2 to 12. 
Look to Jena of Monterey for all your 
fashion needs: Swimwear and After-
wear, Partywear and Fine Leathers. 
formerly Ujena of California 
400 Foam Street, Monterey 373-8032 
In this issue we did something en-
tirely different. We the staff decided it 
was time to do a swimsuit and spring 
collection. After talking to numerous 
people from NPS all in favor, we pro-
ceeded. So on those cold windy days 
women, men and children along with 
four photographers spent countless 
hours on location throughout the 
Peninsula modeling fashions from 
Jena of Monterey. 
At this time I would like to thank Jena 
of Monterey, all the models and my 
staff for making this issue unique. 
We did it! 
May Focus: 





What a change! We've noticed more 
photos, articles and information in the 
last two issues. The weight loss article 
was phenomenal! Too bad there 
wasn't a "before" picture. "Valentine 
Love Letters" was both touching and 
humorous, and we enjoyed "On the 
Wharf." We are anxious to see what 
the next issue has in store. Our con-
gratulations to you and your staff. 
Sincerely, 
Readers From La Mesa 
Letters ... cont'd 
Dear Editor, 
The Classmate Magazine now con-
tains an additional disclaimer on page 
one. "Materials and opinions contained 
herein ... are not to be considered an 
official expression of the Department 
of the Navy" nor "an official expression 
of the Officer Student Wive's Club." 
During the eighteen months that I have 
been associated with this magazine, I 
assumed that opinions expressed 
under my byline might be construed by 
the astute reader as my own and not 
an official expression of anyone else's 
opinion. 
The second disclaimer in the Class-
mate was prompted by a public service 
article that was submitted by Planned 
Parenthood several months ago. The 
Classmate Magazine prints public ser-
vice articles for a variety of agencies 
including museums, Navy Relief and 
the Youth Center, but the submission 
of the Planned Parenthood article was 
the cause of an uncharacteristically 
vehement reaction by several mem-
bers of the staff. They felt the article 
should not be printed because Planned 
Parenthood supports the right of 
women to abortion and provides family 
planning services to teens. 
The Editor at that time chose to run 
the article and the following month the 
Classmate ran an article about the ser-
vices provided by the Crisis Pregnancy 
Center (C.P.C.) in Pacific Grove. The 
Crisis Pregnancy Center advertises 
"caring setting for women in crisis to 
enable them to explore each option 
carefully in a non-threatening environ-
.ment at no cost to them." The C.P.C. 
also has "a program for women who 
may be suffering from post-abortion 
syndrome." I think it is safe to say that 
abortion is not one of the "options that 
can be carefully explored" at C.P.C. 
The Executive Board of the 
O.S.W.C. was contacted in regards to 
this article, and it was then that I be-
came aware that the C.P.C. has been 
the recipient of O.S.W.C. funds. It 
would seem that Planned Parenthood 
could be denied space in The Class-
mate to solicit volunteers while C.P.C. 
is supported in its work by the 
O.S.w.C. 
The article submitted by Planned 
Parenthood was inoffensive. It alluded 
to the cuts that Governor Deukmejian 
had made for family planning services 
and asked for volunteers. It mentioned 
abortion only as a service, and it 
pointed out the role that Planned 
Parenthood serves as a cancer-
screening agency and as one of the 
few agencies that serve low income 
women and teens in the area of family 
planning. 
Many years ago I decided to keep 
my opinions about abortion to myself. 
I found that everytime I discussed 
abortion I became so heated that I was 
almost irrational. Abortion was a topic 
that engendered violent feelings on 
both sides of the issue, and in the end 
I never swayed anyone to my opinion. 
I would probably never have an abor-
tion , but I am not certain of that be-
cause it is hard to predict one's re-
sponse to crisis until personally in-
volved. 
I have heard many opinions about 
the role Planned Parenthood plays in 
the sexual mores of teenagers, and in 
the population in general. Those who 
oppose the services of Planned 
Parenthood confuse the dispensation 
of knowledge about sexual activity and 
birth control as an endorsement of pre-
marital sex. They assume that knowl-
edge and access to birth control en-
courages teens to engage in sexual 
activity. I wonder sometimes if they 
think that if the services provided by 
Planned Parenthood disappear, teens 
will magically cease sexual activity and 
the epidemic of teenage pregnancy 
and the spread of sexually-transmitted 
diseases will decline. 
The governor of this state sought to 
express his own anti-abortion stance 
Continued on page 72 
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Herrmann Hall 
Naval Postgraduate School 
by Shari 
Full color. limited edition print 
signed and numbered by the Anisl 
available at the 
Eagle's Eye Gallery 
behind the museum in the basement 
of Herrmann Hall 
OPEN: MONDAY-FRIDAY IU\}-3:00 
372-3565 
Family Dentistry 
We care - The staff of 
Vista Robles Dental Group 
invites you .. .for a 
Complimentary 
Informational Visit 
Joseph S. Howard, DDS, Inc. 
Joan Wright Howard, DDS 
Peter Carew English, DMD 
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A new term has started and I am 
delighted and honored to represent 
you as the President of the Officer Stu-
dent Wives' Club (OSWC). I look for-
ward to working with every member to 
continue the excellent work that has 
been done over the years. I want you 
to consider this message as a personal 
Welcome and realize that I am anxious 
to meet each of you personally. As 
wives, each of us have different at-
titudes about the role of wives' clubs. 
However, the OSWC at the Naval 
Postgraduate School is a unique or-
ganization for many reasons. We are 
all familiar with separations from our 
spouses while they are attached to 
ships, squadrons and other billets. But 
what a surprise we have in store when 
they become full-time students; at-
tached to a textbook or a computer. 
by Debbie Charbonneau 
OSWC MEMBERSHIP 
And so - the OSWC functions as a 
friendly, social outlet for you by provid-
ing many programs, activities and 
classes while your husband is study-
ing. We have many upcoming events 
that are very exciting: Adobe Tours, 
Cramalot, Art Auction, Easter 
EGGstravaganza, International Day, 
la Mesa Run and Bargain Fairs. This 
is YOUR club. Please let us know what 
interests you. We can use your 
thoughts on how to improve the lines 
of communication, performance or ac-
tivities of the OSWC. Please feel free 
to contact me (SMC 1491; 655-1093). 
Come to our meetings - we work for 
you, the OSWC member! Call me; I'll 
be happy to give you a ride to our next 
meeting, information about the OSWC 
or the Monterey area or just to talk. 
The OSWC is the Officer Students' Wives' Club of the Naval Postgraduate School for the spouses of all students. 
In addition to sponsoring monthly activities such as luncheons, OSWC also sponsors the Art Auction , Adobe Tour, 
International Students' Wives Tea and many other Holiday events. Dues collected entitle you to member discounts 
as well as monthly Pink Flyers and the OSWC Directory. To obtain membership, fill out the form below and send 
it with a check made out to OSWC to: Libby Salmons, 1296 Spruance, Monterey, CA 93940. Phone 647-8862, 
SMC #2525. Dues: $2 per quarter, minimum 4 quarters for new members/renewals (or remainder of duty stay) . 
Membership is free to all International spouses. 
SMC # New Member Renewal ActivEl Associate _ __ _ 
Last Name _______________ First _________ Phone # _____ _ 
Spouse's Name ________ _______ Rank _________ Service ____ _ 
Curriculum Graduation Date (month/year) _________ _ 
Address _____ _ _ ___________ City _______ Zip Code __ _ 
length of Membership Amount Enclosed $ _______ _ 
Are you interested in committee work? YES ____ NO ____ Volunteer? YES ____ NO __ _ 
Would you like to participate in our club administration? YES ____ NO ___ _ 
Do you wish to have your Name, Spouse's Name and Service, Address and Telephone Number in the OSWC 
Directory? (members only) YES NO ___ _ 
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T RAVEL SCHOOLS 
WEST 
(AppfoWd by c.aJif. Df9l. of £duc.ition) 
Class taught by professional 
working travel agents. 
• Our 2 month course 
includes 50 clock hours on 
American Airlines Sabre 
airline computers. 
MORNING-AFTERNOON 
AND EVENING CLASSES 
7 DAYS A WEEK 
(NO EVENtNG CLASS SAT. & SUN.) 
REGISTER TODAY 625-4098 
26540 u.rmel Rancho Boulevard 







First Vice President 
Officer Students Wives Club 
Executive Board 
Welcome to the Monterey Peninsula 
and Welcome Aboard to the Naval 
Postgraduate School. Hello, my name 
is Debbie Charbonneau. I have the 
privilege of serving as the President of 
the OSWC for the next six months. My 
family and I haver really enjoyed our 
stay here. There are so many things 
to do and Monterey is so beautiful. My 
husband Lauren is in the Computer 
Technology Curriculum. We have 
three daughters, Jennifer, a freshman 
at Monterey High, Nicole, a seventh 
grader at Walter Colton Middle School, 
and Lindsey, a first grader at La Mesa 
Elementary. Since coming to Mon-
terey, I have become very active in the 
community and have really enjoyed all 
Hello! My name is Robin Williamson. 
My husband, Rick, and I just moved to 
Monterey this past June from Charles-
ton, South Carolina. There I received 
my BA in English and also taught 
English at Stratford High School. We 
have been a Navy family since my hus-
band's graduation from the Naval ' 
Academy in 1985, and we've lived in 
Jacksonville, Pensacola, Newport and 
Charleston. Now we will have the op-
portunity to stay in beautiful Monterey 
for a year and a half. While we are 
here, my husband will work toward a 
degree in Financial Management while 
the people I have mel. Presently, I am 
the Family Home Care Coordinator, 
and fi nd that job keeps me very busy. 
I am also the Fellowship Director and 
CCD Coordinator for SI. Thomas 
Aquinas. But at present my most chal-
lenging and rewarding experience is 
coaching kindergarten/first grade soc-
cer. I hope you will join us at our next OSWC 
monthly function or meeting so you can 
meet other wives, not only from all 
branches of the United States military, 
but wives from many international 
countries as well! I wish you an enjoy-
able, enriching tour of duty here at NPS 
and please call on me if I can be of 
any assistance! I look forward to your 
help and support. 
I will be active in the Officer Students 
Wives Club, OSWC, work part-time, 
and take courses at Monterey Penin-
sula College. 
I am so excited about serving as First 
Vice President on this term's Executive 
Board. Many wonderful plans have al-
ready been made and I am especially 
looking forward to seeing all of you at 
our "new" members meetings. Becom-
ing a part of the OSWC is a great way 
to make friends and to get involved in 
the Naval Postgraduate School, NPS, 
community. I invite everyone to join us. 
We welcome you! 
Pamela Wawrzenlak 
Second Vice President 
Welcome Aboard! My name is un-
pronounceable (WAR-ZEN-E-ACK), 
so feel free to call me Pamela. It gets 
easier after a few tries. 
I was born and raised in Miami, 
Florida (yes, a native Floridian!), 
graduated from nursing school at the 
University of Miami, dated Don 
Johnson, and if you believe that I've 
got some land in the Everglades for 
sale! 
After 11 years of being out of school, 
my husband Bernie (USNA class of 
'79) has surfaced on an LST, navigated 
with a P3 squadron, pushed paper at 
the Pentagon, and now is back to being 
a student in the Computer Science 
Curriculum. 
Our son, Andrew, is 20 months old 
and is busy helping dad by spell check-
ing computer programs with the notori-
ous red crayon! 
I am also looking forward to being 
your Second Vice President, who func-
tions as Parlimentarian, Curriculum 
Representative Advisor, Emergency 
Action and Constitution and Bylaws 
chairman. Most recently, I was the 
Holiday Charity Drive chairperson. We 
enjoyed planning our annual Giving 
Wagon food drive in December, and 
the "Mardi Gras· Masquerade Charity 
Ball last month. 
The Wives Club is moving into the 
90's with many opportunities for fun, 




I will be your new Corresponding 
Secretary. My husband and I arrived 
here just before Christmas and are 
looking forward to a tour that is filled 
with a lot of different activities. Our last 
duty station was on board the USS 
Pensacola (LSD 38). I served as the 
President of their Family Support 
Group. I look forward to meeting each 
one of you and becoming friends. 
We have two children, Daniel, 9, and 
Natalie, 7. I enjoy walking as a hobby 
and sewing and cross-stitch. And of 
course always going out for lunch! 
I hope that each one of you will feel 
WELCOME here at NPS and will find 
an opportunity to reach out to your 
Military Community. Everyone can 




Hello and welcome to beautiful Mon-
terey. My husband, Dave, and three 
sons, Kenny, Phil and Jonathan and I 
have made Monterey our home for two 
years now. I currently am working for 
the City of Monterey as an accounting 
clerk. I have been involved with the 
Officer Students Wives Club, OSWC, 
by volunteering for several committees 
and acting as chairperson for several 
since we have moved here. It is a great 
way to meet new people and to be able 
to help the community. I enjoy cross 
stitch, camping, and reading in my 
spare time. I look forward to working 
with you and the OSWC and hope to 
see some new faces at the meetings. 
Continued on next page 
GARY D. PALMA, D.D.S. 
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Valerie Jensen is advisor for 
O.S.W.C. and Classmate magazine. 
She returned to Monterey in July 
after 20 years as a Navy wife. She and 
her husband were married in the NPS 
chapel while he was a student here. 
This tour, he is the CO of Fleet Numer-
ical Oceanographic Center. They met 
in Yokosuka, Japan, where she was 
teaching in a DOD school. After their 
marriage in Monterey, they moved to 
London, England ; then to Virginia 
Beach, Va.; Mayport, Fla.; Kaflavik, 
Iceland; Newport, R.I. ; Alexandria, Va.; 
Rota, Spain; back to Alexandria, and 
then to Monterey. 
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"STATE OF THE ART" · 
COSMETIC DENTISTRY 
- Custom Veneers 
- Bonding 








Jody Bohman was just elected 
O.SW.C. treasurer. She arrived with 
her husband and three children in De-
cember from Charleston, South 
Carolina. Her husband is studying in 
the Weapons Engineering curriculum. 
They've enjoyed exploring the Mon-
tereyarea. 
FOR THE FAMILY 
375-1112 
46 Porta Vista Drive • Monterey 
(Near Del Monte Shopping Center) 
Barbara Jayne 
Advisor 
Welcome to the Jewel of the Pacific 
Coast, the Monterey Peninsula. My 
husband, Ed, has been a Navy chap-
lain for 26'/2 years and is presently the 
Command Chaplain here at NPS. We 
have two children - Mark, a student at 
Ga. State Univ. in Atlanta and a mar-
ried daughter, Karen, in Los Angeles. 
Volunteering as a guide at the Mon-
terey Bay Aquarium is one of my favor-
ite activities. Ikebana flower arranging, 
reading, gardening and music are also 
favorites. 
I look forward to getting to know you 
and I am here to help you during your 
tour at NPS. 
/ 
- Children Over 3 
Welcome and Treated 
Lovingly 
- Use Your New Delta 
Dental Benefit Plan 
- Nitrous Oxide 
for Relaxation 
- VISA , MC, Amer. Ex . 




Hello and welcome to Monterey! I 
am Debbie Wolf, your curriculum rep· 
resentative for the Admin. Science 
Dept. As your link with OSWC and the 
curriculum office, I hope to help in any 
way I can. 
We are relatively new, as well , hav· 
ing come from the South Shore area 
of Boston two quarters ago. As New 
Mexico natives, my husband Jeff and 
I feel we have seen every part of the 
U.S.! My sons - Jason, 10, and David, 
4 - help us get involved and there is 
much to do in Monterey! We have 
explored quite a bit and I will be glad 
to help if you have any questions in 
that arena. Also, the OSWC is great 
and there is something for everybody! 
Please call me (655·1299) if I can be 
of service or if you just want to chat! I 
know you will enjoy Monterey and your 
tour at the Postgraduate School! 
Randy Bobbitt 
Aeronautical Engineering 
I'm Randy Bobbitt and I'm your 
Aeronautical Engineering Curriculum 
Representative. My husband, Rick, 
daughter, Stefan ie, and I arrived here 
in December 1988 from Brunswick, 
Maine where Rick was attached to 
VPU·1 as a pilot. If you're coming from 
the East Coast to the West Coast for 
the first time you might find the weather 
a little cooler than you expected. Be 
prepared to wear fall type clothes 10 
months out of the year and always 
have a jacket handy. 
Please write me at 1310 Spruance 
Rd., Monterey, CA 93940 or call 373-
4975 if you have any questions about 
NPS, La Mesa (base housing), 
schools, etc. I will be glad to help r1)ake 




Hi! I'm Leslie lilly, your new Air-
Ocean Science Curriculum Rep. We 
love being here in Monterey, but we 
miss the warmth of San Diego, which 
is my hometown and where we spent 
our last two tours. I'm a registered 
nurse, but have not practiced, except 
on my two girls, since we got married 
seven years ago. My husband, Craig 
is a former surface line officer whose 
duty assignments have taken us to 
beautiful Italy , a cold winter in Newport, 
and San Diego. Several years ago he 
made the switch to Special Duty -
Oceanography and we're now realiz-
ing a long-sought goal for both of us, 
the "best deal in the Navy·, here in 
Monterey. 
We are now in our fourth quarter and 
love it. As we get to know the families 
within the curriculum especially the 
new ones we hope we can help make 
this the best tour for you too. After all , 
where else can you get both a non-de-





Dentistry for Infants, 




- . AMERICAN DElIITAL ASSOCIATION 
- AMERICAN ACADEMY OF 
PEDIATRIC DENTISTS 
- CALIFORNIA SOCIF.TY OF 
PEDIATRIC DElIITISTS 
We specioJi2e in the denial 
care 0/ .voung people from 
birth to oge 18 
J. Mark Bayless, John Faia, III, 
D.M.D. D.D.S. 
333 EI Dorado, 
Monterey .375-4B92 
COPY EXPRESS 
(A Fun Service Copy Center) 
is only minutes away!! 
We specialize in · 
getting your message out! 
Newsletters, Mailing Lists, Flyers, 
Invitations, Rosters , Binding 
We always have 25% cotton paper 
in stock for printing 
thesis documents 
Self-Serve and Full Serve 
Plenty of Parking 
Fast, Courteous Service 
We respect your time 
as milch as you do!! 
922 Hilby, Suite D 
(Right behind Wendy'. on Fremont Blvd.) 




Gingerlee ingelS-Young is the new 
Curriculum Representative for Anti-
submarine Warfare and Electronic 
Warfare. She and her husband, Mark, 
arrived here last July from Virginia. She 
just finished her Ph.D. in Child De-
velopment at the University of North 
Carolina, Greensboro through the 
Duke University Children 's Center. 
You can reach her at 875 Filmore SI. 
or at 649-0862. 
Emmy Rodgers 
Operations Analysis 
Einmy Rodgers is the Operations 
Research Curriculum Representative 
to the Officer Students' Wives Club. 
Her husband, Dan, and daughters 
Sandra and Susan have just moved 
into the area. 
If you have any questions or any 
news of interest please call her at 649-
6532 or drop a note SMC Box 1920. . 
Lisa Bellantoni 
Weapons Engineering 
Lisa Bellantoni is the Weapons En-
gineering Curriculum Representative. 
She and her husband moved here 
from Washington D.C. over a year ago. 
They will be here until June of '91 . If 
she can be of any assistance, please 




I am Martha Hartung, the Curriculum 
Representative for Command, Control, 
Communications and Space. 
My husband, Bill, is now in his sixth 
quarter and we have truly enjoyed our 
time here. I have a daughter and son 
at La Mesa Elementary SchooL 
I am one of your links to NPS and 
OSWS. If I can be of any assistance, 
please call me any1ime at 649-0354. 
I'll return your call. 
Cindy Anderson 
Computer Technology 
Welcome to all newcomers and hello 
to the oldtimers here at the Naval Post-
graduate School , NPS! My name is 
Cindy Anderson and I am your new 
Computer Technology Curriculum 
Representative. We moved here 
in March of '89 from the Mayport Naval 
Base in Florida with our three children, 
Elizabeth, 8, Katie, 3, and Ben, 14 
months. My husband, Steve, is enrol-
led in Computer Systems Manage-
ment. The kids and I are enjoying our 
first experience here on the West 
Coast and love the year round cool 
weather. 
If you are new, I highly recommend, 
the Officer Students Wives Club, 
OSWC, and the Babysitting Co-op. 
Both are great ways to meet other 
wives and the co-op makes it possible 
to have an occasional break away from 
your little ones. 
If you have any questions or I can 
be of any assistance, please feel free 
to call me at 375-1165 or leave a mes-
sage in Steve's SMC box #1246. I con-
sider myself a fulltime mom, though I 
have recently started a part time job 
as a World Book representative, so I 
am home most of the time when I am 
not taxiing children or on an occasional 
appointment. I hope your stay in Mon-
terey is an enjoyable one. 
Virginia Lyon 
National Security Affairs 
Welcome to the beautiful Monterey 
Peninsula and the Naval Postgraduate 
School. As your new Curriculum Rep-
resentative for National Security Af-
fairs, I will Serve as your link between 
the Curriculum Office and OSWC. 
Along with my husband, Wes, and 
18-month-old daughter, Elizabeth, I ar-
rived in Monterey in September, after 
spending two cold winters in New Lon-
don, CT. Needless to say, we are en-
joying the beautiful California weather. 
After spending two years aboard a sub-
marine and two more in construction, 
we are also enjoying those dutiless 
nights. And for all you golf lovers, you 
must meet Wes. 
I am looking forward to serving you 
as the NSA Curriculum Representa-
tive. If I can be of any assistance, 




Welcome to Monterey and the NPS 
community. My husband, Paul , three-
year-old son, Scott, and myself have 
enjoyed the pleasures of the peninsula 
for over a year and in the remaining 
year, look forward to uncovering its 
"hidden" charms. 
One of the best ways to discover 
Monterey is by getting to know your 
neighbors and fellow students. Those 
of us who have been here awhile can 
point you in the right direction when it 
comes to seeing the sights and tasting 
the flavor of California's Central Coast. 
The OSWC has a wealth of informa-
tion and friendly faces eager to share 
the good times and to wam you of the 
rough times - finals l 
So! After the boxes are unpacked, 
order a pizza and relax awhile. But 
don't sit back too long! Take the time 
to become involved, make wonderful 
new friends, sharing the rewarding 
feeling of a job well done. 
For more information on how to 
make this a memorable duty station, 
call me at 655-1923. And remember, 
"everyoone loves a volunteer!" 
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If you are interested in teaching a 
class, O.S.W.C. Classes would love to 
know about it. Please phone me, 
Nancy Pullen, 375-4547, and I will be 
happy to list your name and class. It's 
a great way to meet people and put a 
little money in your pocket! If you are 
interested in taking any of the classes 
listed below, please call the instructors 
for more information. 
AEROBICS AND TONING - Barbara 
Behrle (647-1690) 
Aerobics and body toning using low 
weights and rubber bands. Class fee: 
$2/class, $15/month (2 times a week) 
or $20/month (3 times a week) 
ART SCHOOL FOR CHILDREN -
Lisa Stoshak (call David Allen at 242-
3584 or Dave Mercear at 242-2084 at 
Ft. Ord Arts and Crafts for registration 
Mon.-Fri.) 
In our class each child's expression 
will be encouraged and developed. We 
offer small group instruction in an art 
studio setting. We lead budding artists 
through drawing, painting, printmak-
ing, and use of color with pencil, col-
lage, watercolors, clay and acrylics. Art 
history included. Ongoing classes 
every Saturday from 1300-1500. 
BASKET WEAVING - Cathy Taylor 
(655-2661), Laura Roesch (373-2593) 
Make three baskets (one per week) 
for three weeks and have enough ma-
terials left over to make 2-3 more bas-
kets on your own. Cost: $48. Times: 
Wednesday nights 7:30 p.m. or Friday 
nights 7:30 p.m. 
BEGINNING TOLE/FOLK ART 
PAINTING - Andrea Kindl (649-6537) 
Learn basic tole painting techniques 
to create country, decorative projects 
for home or gifts. Four week course. 
Class fee: $20. Additional materials re-
quired. 
BOWLING - Jeanie Holbrook (649-
4723) 
League Bowling. Runs with the quar-
ters. All women bowlers. Wednesday 
9:05 a.m.-noon. Class fee : $6. 
CHILDREN'S CREATIVE DANCE -
Terri Grimshaw-Dormody (624-3799) 
Creative dance for children ages 
three and up. Come and dance, laugh 
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and experience the joy of movement 
through dance. Class fee: $15. 
CROSS-STITCH INSTRUCTION -
Kathleen Anderson (372-1334) 
Learn how to cross-stitch. Three 1 '12 
hour classes. You will learn the 
techniqes and different stitches of 
cross-stitching. You will complete a 
"welcome" picture and a Victorian 
towel ; or if you choose, you may make 
three Christmas ornaments. All 
supplies are included. Class fee: $25. 
DECORATING WITH DIP 'N DRAPE 
- Jo Ann McLean (655-0717) 
Learn to decorate you baskets with 
Dip 'n Drape. Just dip in water and 
drape on basket or cover it with fabric. 
Very easy! These make great gifts. Dip 
'n Drape will be included in class fee. 
Come by and see a few! 
DRIED APPLE WREATH - Maureen 
Barnes (372-7054) 
Learn to make a beautiful dried 
apple wreath all your friends and family 
would love to have. Come by and see 
for you rself!! 
EASTER EGGS FROM THE UK· 
RAINE - Diane Hearing (649-8573) 
Learn to make these beautiful eggs 
famous for their brilliant colors and . 
geometric designs. Learn the signifi-
cance of the colors and patterns. Fill 
your Easter basket with this hand de-
corated art that has been passed down 
through generations of Ukrainian 
people, or make them as cherished 
gifts. Time flexible. Class fee : $10. 
FITNESS AEROBICS - Christy Evans 
(372-3715) 
A complete workout designed to be 
the most effective as a calorie burner 
and muscle toner. Improve your flexi-
bility, cardiovascular fitness, and en-
Officer Students Wives Club 
ni Classes 
by Nancy Pullen 
durance to this exhilarating and satis-
fying workout. Time: Wednesday 7:00-
8:00 p.m. 
LOW IMPACT AEROBICS - Christy 
Evans (372-3715) 
A complete low impact exercise 
program set to music and designed to 
be most effective as a calorie burner 
and muscle toner. Improve your flexi-
bility, endurance and cardiovascular 
system with this exhilarating and satis-
fying workout. IDEA certified instructor. 
Time: Monday and Thursday, 7:00-
8:00 p.m. 
MOTHER'S MORNING OUT - Jen-
nifer Kiel (647-8817) 
Licensed day care Mom offering 
craft and activity based class 2-5 year 
olds one to two mornings a week for 
3 hours. Class fees: $14 (2 days); $8 
(1 day) 
PIANO - Nathalie Plotkin (373-5671) 
Individualized instruction in piano 
and music theory and how it applies to 
the music. Children and adults. Your 
home or mine. Class fee : $7.50/half 
hour. 
PIANO - Kazuko H. Mockett (624-
9596) 
To teach each student at their own 
pace, to read and play music as well 
as to understand theory. Students are 
also encouraged to write their own 
music and in general to form a better 
understanding of the art of music which 
will enrich the rest of their lives. Class 
fee: $9 
PIANO-HARPSICHORD INSTRUC· 
TION - Katie Clare Mazzeo (372-
2233) 
Piano and harpsichord instruction! 
private lessons to be discussed with 
the student. 
RACQUET SPORT INSTRUCTION -
Kent Allison (646-2481 /2161) 
Beginner to advanced; Individual or 
group; Shots, strategy, conditioning, 
etc. Times individually determined. 
Class Fee: $15/hour $a/group rate. 
SUZUKI VIOLIN AND VIOLA lES-
SONS - Mildred Kline (624-9541) les-
sons for children from four years to 
adults. Half hour lessons by appoint-
ment. Class fee: $10 
TENNIS INSTRUCTION - Jane Porter 
(372-8812) 
Beginner to advanced lessons - pri-
vate, semi-private and group lessons. 
learn the fundamentals of the 
forehand, backhand, serve, volley, 
overhead and lob. Singles and doubles 
strategy, serving, rules and etiquette. 
Professional Racket Stringing. 
TUTORING 
TUTORING/SIGN LANGUAGE -
Susan Anderson (373-5407) 
Tutoring in all elementary subjects, 
including deaf education/sign lan-
guage. Fees to be arranged. 
SPANISH TUTORING - laura A. 
Query (375-8621) 
All levels taught. 
TUTOR - Marion S. Wilson (373-3845) 
Tutor for all elementary grade sub-
jects and speech and drama. 
April is right around the corner and 
with spring comes the OSWC Art Auc-
tion so mark your calendar for Satur-
day 21 April. This year's gallery is 
Genesis. Most of you may not recog-
nize but will recognize Patrician gal-
leries. Genesis is Patrician's new 
name. Many of Patrician's policies are 
honored by Genesis. 
watch ·passions· unfold-wives will 
elbow husbands-you hear an occa-
sional OH! The bids get higher-How 
High will it go? Who will bring home 
that wonderful work of Art? 
Along with having fun, a portion of 
the funds from the sale goes to the 
OSWC Allocations fund. 
The Allocations committee then 
o.s.w.C. 
ART AUCTION 
Going, Going, Gone! 
by Bonnie Tidd 
The evening will begin at 6:30 p.m. 
in the Barbara McNitt ballroom in Her-
mann hall with the "Art" preview. There 
will be a cash bar and hors d'oeuvres. 
The Auction begins at 7:30 p.m. The 
Art not bid on from the evening will be 
open for bid again at the standup Auc-
tion on Sunday morning 22 April in the 
Officer Club dinning Room 10:00 a.m.-
2:00 p.m. 
For those who have never been to 
an auction, you are in for an evening 
of fun. As each beautiful piece of Art 
is presented by the Auctioneer you 
meets to screen requests for dona-
tions. In the past allocations have been 
given to the OSWC Scholarship Fund. 
last year the fund gave scholarships 
to family members of military person-
nel to begin or continue higher educa-
tion, the wife line, the Boy & Girl 
Scouts, American Red Cross, Preg-
nancy Crisis center, and Morale and 
Recreation Services at NPS. 
Prepare for an evening of fun while 
you continue to help organizations 
which make a difference in many 
people's lives. 
RELOCATING: NEWPORT 
Call us today at 
1·800·225·2087 
For your Relocation Package 
- including rental and sale printout. 
Capitol Realty Co. 
(32nd year of service) 
Betty Conldln, G.R.I-C.R.S 
30 Bellene Ave. 
Newport, Rhode Island 02840 
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Wee Care 
A Christian Pre-School 
and Day Care 
KINDERGARTEN 
PRESCHOOL 






1375 IOSSELYN CANYON RD. 
MONTEREY' 375· 5390 
Congratulations 
A new baby is always exciting . .. 
We want to make the experience 
as enjoyable and convenient as 
possible for you . .. from layette 
charts to baby gift registries. With 
the best selection in Monterey 
County, and the most knowledgable 
staff, we're here to help you meet 
your baby furniture, clothing (up to 
size 14) and accessory needs. 
We're looking forward to working 
with you ... 
Rascals 
. . • !JO'1r child's specia/l!J s tore 






Open Daily 10- 6 
Sunday 12-5 
or by Appointment 
(Bring this ad in for a 10% discount 
on your next clothing purchase) 
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New Kids on the Block 
by Joyce McGowan 
A daughter, Emily May, 9 Ibs. 20zs. 
on July 18, 1989 to Douglas and 
Kathy Smith. 
A daughter, Bethany Lynn, 8 Ibs. 0 
ozs., 19.5 ins. on October 6, 1989 to 
John and Cindy Koran. 
A daughter, Erika Renae, 7 Ibs. 12 
ozs., 21 ins. on October 19, 1989 to 
Bruce and Diane Bjorklund. 
A daughter, Brittany Nicole, 6 Ibs. 
o ozs., on November 7, 1989 to 
Charles and Ellen Livingstone. 
A daughter, Clarie Therese, 8 Ibs. 
12 ozs., on November 9, 1989 to 
George and Maureen Salitsky. 
A daughter, Sarah Elizabeth, 11 
Ibs. 8 ozs., 21 ins., on November 16, 
1989 to Paul and Rebecca Hoffman. 
A daughter, Logan Ann, 6 Ibs. 13 
ozs. , 20 ins., on November 29, 1989 
to Warren and Michelle Mazanec. 
A son, Kennard William, 7 Ibs. 12 
ozs., 20 ins., on December 12, 1989 
to Larry and Beth Tindal. 
A son, Erich Stephen, 8 Ibs. 20zs., 
20.5 ins., on January 3, 1990 to 
Stephen and Sandra Buss. 
A daughter, Megan Elizabeth, 7lbs. 
13 ozs., 19 ins., on January 10, 1990 
to Mike and Cathy Salvato. 
A daughter, Cayte Elizabeth, 7 Ibs. 
12 ozs., 19 ins., on January 14, 1990 
to Stephen and Gretchan Merryman. 
A son, Henrique, 7 Ibs. 1 oz., 19 
.ins. i·{)r:l January· 15; ·"990·-(0·Homerb -
and Luciana Oliveira. 
A daughter, Mirsini Leonpina, 6lbs. 
12 ozs., 19 ins., on January 18, 1990 
to Dionisis and Feny Antonopoulos. 
A son, Ian Michael, 9 Ibs. 10 ozs. , 
on February I, 1990 to Sal and Mag-
gie Ciriello. 
Babysitting Co-Op 
Need a babysitter? Why not join the 
Co-op? Since sitters are hard to come 
by here at La Mesa, the Babysitting 
Co-op is the answer to many people's 
sitter problems. It's easy, economical, 
and fun. 
The Co-op is an organization that 
has been in existence for over ten 
years. We are La Mesa mothers who 
babysit for other Co-op members 
either during the day at the sitter's 
home, or evenings at your home. 
There is no money exchanged, except 
for a one-time $2 sign-up fee. Instead 
of paying money, you pay points. They 
are accumulated from babysitting at 
the rate of four points per hour. 
All sits are arranged for you through 
the Co-op secretary. Sitting is not only 
easy, but can be enjoyable, too, so it 
is easy to collect points. 
We hope you will consider joining, 
for your own benefit as well as your 
children's. The Co-op provides oppor-
tunities for you to explore parts of Mon-
terey the kids might not enjoy, to run 
errands, or any other activity for which 
you may need a sitter. 
Your children are always in the care 
of experienced mothers and it is a great 
way to meet new people. You can feel 
confident having a responsible adult 
care for your children. 
If you have any questions about the 
Babysitting Co-op or are interested in 
joining, please call the Co-op chairper-
son, Lynne Snyder, at 373-8122. 
The playhouse at 142 Brownell Cir-
cle started as a need for Carlos Silveri 
to keep an eye on his daughter while 
he was studying. What it evolved into 
was a neighborhood clubhouse where 
the area kids can come and have a 
good time because there isn't a play-
ground nearby. Even when the older 
kids are at school , the neighborhood 
mothers bring their younger children. 
It cost $80 in materials and took 
about two days to complete. Carlos will 
be graduating next month and is taking 
the clubhouse with him. He suggested 
that if neighborhoods got together, 
their could be a lot more clubhouses 
in the parks around La Mesa. 
FOR MEMBERS ONLY 
RA~N BoW 
S \ (A Di 05.. 
Portraits Especially for Children 
Join the fun! 
Portraits with real live, 
cuddly BUNNIES! 
(To prevent tiring out our bunntes. 




~ L-__________________________________________ Q 
A donation will be made Irom each sitting to the Monterey County S. P .C.A. 
372-KIDS 
159 Fountain Ave., Pacific Grove 
An affiliate of Doerr Photography 
A quality academic program 





Music M.th Art Science Computers 
Pre-RNdlng &: Reading Phonics 
Cooking Baking And Much More! 
Full and Part-time Sessions 
For More In'orm.Uon C.II 375--9743 
1231 Seventh St., Monterey 







10 AM-2 PM 
Herrmann Hall Lawn - adjacent to the swimming pool 
Check Pink Flyer for details & contest rules. 
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Due date for the Pink Flyer 
Bargain Fair 
Hail and Farewell - 1 :00 p.m. -
Officers Club 
Member's Meeting/Governing Board 
Meeting-7:15 p.m.-La Novia Room 
Executive Board Meeting - 7:00 p.m. 
Pink Flyer and Classmate Deadline 
Member's Meeting/Governing Board 




Executive Board Meeting - 7:00 p.m. 
Pink Flyer and Classmate Deadline 
Tentative International Day 
Member's Meeting/Governing Board 
Meeting - 7:15 p.m. - La Novia Room 
Tentative International Tea 
Section Liaison Tea 
Executive Board Meeting - 7:00 p.m. 
Pink Flyer and Classmate Deadline 
Bargain Fair 
Member's Meeting/Governing Board 
Meeting-7:15p.m. -La Novia Room 
Executive Board Meeting - 7:00 p.m. 
Pink Flyer and Classmate Deadline 
Member's Meeting/Governing Board 
Meeting-7:15p.m.-La Novia Room 
Tentative La Mesa Run 
Executive Board Meeting - 7:00 p.m. 
Pink Flyer and Classmate Deadline 
Member's Meeting/Governing Board 
Meeting - 7:15p.m.-LaNovia Room 
Hail and Farewell 




For the Best Travel 
Planning Service, 
Visit the Professionals at 
JOY OF TRA VEL 
60 Bonifacio Plaza 
Monterey. C4 93940 
649-8747 
Mon. Thru Fri. 
9:00 AM - 5:30 PM 
Now open 
Thursday evenings 
to better serve 
her patients. 
Dr. Lois Ellen Lagier's office will be open 
every Thursday evening from 6-8 pm 
to provide dental care for her 
patients with busy schedules. 
WIS ELLEN, __ _ 
--Jb.GIER 0.0.5. 
Don't let your busy schedule keep you from 
the dental care you need, call Dr. Lagier today 
at 
649-4149 
550 Camino El Estero, Suite 200, Monterey 
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NAVY JUNIOR 
By Mike Kendall BASEBALL 
The Navy Junior Baseball League 
(NJBL) sponsors La Mesa Villages Lit-
tle League program. The league is 
open to dependent children of all active 
duty, reserve, and retired military per-
sonnel in the Monterey Peninsula area. 
It is also open to dependent children 
of all civilian employees of the Naval 
Postgraduate School and its tenant 
commands. Foreign military and civi-
lian students are welcomed and en-
couraged to have their children partici-
pate as well. 
The league divides players by age 
into T-ball , Minor, or Major leagues. 
The youngest player for T-ball must 
have had his or her 5th birthday by 1 
January 1990 and the oldest Major 










The NJBL plays two seasons corres-
ponding to the Spring and Summer 
quarters at NPS. T-ball and Minor 
leagues play strictly among them-
selves. During the Spring quarter the 
Major teams play against teams from 
Ft. Ord as well and during the Summer 
quarter play among themselves. 
Funding for the NJBL program 
comes partly from the NPS Recreation 
fund. A registration fee of $20.00 per 
child is charged to cover the cost of a 
practice jersey, ball cap, and an end-
Bring us this ad and we'll give you a FREE SHAMPOO 
with the purchase of a Supercut. This offer good for men, 
women and children and there 's no need for an appoint-
ment. 
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HAIR BY SUPERCUTS· 
M-F 9-9 
Sat. 9-7 
Sun . 10-5 
488 ALVARADO ST. 
No Appoinlmenl Necessary 
MONTEREY 
375-2887 
~~ S,C"« F """"C ... .. 
=- * ...... V.IIADO 
- , k"" i ""'f~ 
of-season trophy all of which the player 
keeps at the completion of the season. 
On Tuesday, March 6th, a parents 
organizational meeting will be held at 
7:00 p.m. in the La Mesa School mul-
tipurpose room. At that time informa-
tion will be given, questions answered, 
and initial registration taken. On March 
23rd at 3:30 p.m. and on March 24th 
at 9:00 a.m. registration and tryouts 
will take place at La Mesa field . The 
season will open on April 14th. 
In order for the children to receive 
all the support and guidance they 
need, as well as make the program run 
smoothly it is important that many 
people find some time to help with the 
running of the league. Coaches, um-
pires and staff members are all ur-
gently needed. Experience is NOT 
needed! 
If you have any questions or desire 
to volunteer concerning the Minor or 
Major leagues call Mike Kendall 373-
1183. For questions or volunteers for 
the T-ball league call Mark Seglem at 
373-3483. 
Youth Center News 
The La Mesa Youth Center, located 
in the Teen Club in the La Mesa Hous-
ing Area, has operated a walk-in pro-
gram for youth aged six through eleven 
years since June, 1989. The Youth 
Center is open Monday through Friday 
from 1 :30-4:30 p.m. and on Saturday 
from noon-4 p.m. The Youth Center 
offers free choice activities including 
Nintendo, Ping Pong, board games, 
arts and crafts and seasonal special 
events. 
The La Mesa Youth Center, under 
the supervision of the Morale, Welfare 
and Recreation (MW.R.) Department, 
is developing plans to expand youth 
programming. The first step in our 
proposed program is to centralize and 
coordinate all the programs presently 
by Mary Anne Schneider 
available to youth under the 'umbrella' 
of the Youth Center. A Youth Advisory 
Group composed of representatives 
from the Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, 
Youth Sports, the Youth Center, La 
Mesa Elementary School and all other 
persons who have an interest in youth 
activities are asked to contact Mary 
Anne Schneider at 646-2127 to serve 
on this advisory group. 
The Youth Center plans to offer a 
full-day summer camp program during 
July and August. The camp will operate 
from 9 a.m. until 3 p.m. with ex1ended 
hours available for working parents. 
More information on the summer prog-
ram will be available in the next issue 
of the Classmate, on Channel 12 and 
through the Youth Center in the early 
spring. 
The Youth Center will begin to offer 
a monthly special event for youth in 
February. Our special event for April 
is a Bicycle Safety Day. Girl Scout 
Troop #2017, our Base Police and the 
Youth Center are jOining together to 
offer youths aged six to eleven a 
course in Bicycle Safety that will be 
followed by a road-rally scavenger-
hunt and refreshments. Watch for post-
ers and look in the Quarterdeck for 
date, time and registration information. 
Anyone with suggestions, ideas or 
questions concerning youth programs 
please contact Mary Anne Schneider 
or Glenda Taylor at 646-2127. 
WASHINGTON BOUND? 
Let's Discuss: 
AREAS * HOMES, NEW AND RESALE 
SCHOOLS * TRANSPORTATION 
SHOPPING & RECREATION 
* MILITARY FACILITIES 
FINANCING, ALL TYPES * V A·FHA 
ELIGIBILITY * SETTLEMENT COSTS 
BIG BONUS: I will reimburse you at settlement for one round 
trip air fare to Washington if you buy through Mount Vernon 
and Bob Green in 1990-91 (Super·Saver Rates). THIS IS A 
NO·STRINGS OFFER! 
Relocating to anywhere in CONUS or Hawaii? 
Let me solve your housing and 
relocation problems. 
FRI., APRIL 6 4:00 P.M.-7:00 P.M. 
SAT., APRIL 7 10:00 A.M.-6:00 P.M. 
SUN., APRIL 810:00 A.M.·6:00 P.M. 
Monterey Hotel Resort -
Peninsula Room 
(ofT Lobby) 
1000 Aguajito - Monterey 
Telephone 373·6141 
BOB GREEN, GRI 
BROKER·NOTARY 
PRESIDENT'S CLUB 
COlONEL uSA (RET) 
1700 DIAGONAL ROAD 





By Mike Kendall 
The Navy Junior Baseball League 
(NJBL) sponsors La Mesa Villages Lit-
tle League program. The league is 
open to dependent children of all active 
duty, reserve , and retired military per-
sonnel in the Monterey Peninsula area. 
It is also open to dependent children 
of all civilian employees of the Naval 
Postgraduate School and its tenant 
commands. Foreign military and civi-
lian students are welcomed and en-
couraged to have their children partici-
pate as well. 
The league divides players by age 
into T-ball , Minor, or Major leagues. 
The youngest player for T-ball must 
have had his or her 5th birthday by 1 
January 1990 and the oldest Major 





The NJBL plays two seasons corres-
ponding to the Spring and Summer 
quarters at NPS. T-ball and Minor 
leagues play strictly among them-
selves. During the Spring quarter the 
Major teams play against teams from 
Ft. Ord as well and during the Summer 
quarter play among themselves. 
Funding for the NJBL program 
comes partly from the NPS Recreation 
fund. A registration fee of $20.00 per 
child is charged to cover the cost of a 
practice jersey, ball cap, and an end- of-season trophy all of which the player 
• 
Youth Center News 
The La Mesa Youth Center, located 
in the Teen Club in the La Mesa Hous-
ing Area, has operated a walk-in pro-
gram for youth aged six through eleven 
years since June, 1989. The Youth 
Center is open Monday through Friday 
from 1 :30-4:30 p.m. and on Saturday 
from noon-4 p.m. The Youth Center 
offers free choice activities including 
Nintendo, Ping Pong, board games, 
arts and crafts and seasonal special 
events. 
The La Mesa Youth Center, under 
the supervision of the Morale, Welfare 
and Recreation (MW.R.) Department, 
is developing plans to expand youth 
programming. The first step in our 
proposed program is to centralize and 
coordinate all the programs presently 
by Mary Anne Schneider 
available to youth under the "umbrella" 
of the Youth Center. A Youth Advisory 
Group composed of representatives 
from the Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, 
Youth Sports, the Youth Center, La 
Mesa Elementary School and all other 
persons who have an interest in youth 
activities are asked to contact Mary 
Anne Schneider at 646-2127 to serve 
on this advisory group. 
The Youth Center plans to offer a 
full-day summer camp program during 
July and August. The camp will operate 
from 9 a.m. until 3 p.m. with extended 
hours available for working parents. 
More information on the summer prog-
ram will be available in the next issue 
of the Classmate, on Channel 12 and 
through the Youth Center in the early 
EXPERT INCOME TAX PREPARATION 
Deluxe Service by Appointment Only 
H. & J . TAX SERVICE 
P.O . Box 457 , Pacific Grove, CA 
1 649-8250 I 
Col. H .F. (H al) Adkins (Ret. ) 
Enrolled Agent 
W e know the Service Family's tax problems. 
Y ears o f successfully assisting Classmate readers. 
spring. 
The Youth Center will begin to offer 
a monthly special event for youth in 
February. Our special event for Apri l 
is a Bicycle Safety Day. Girl Scout 
Troop #2017, our Base Police and the 
Youth Center are joining together to 
offer youths aged six to eleven a 
course in Bicycle Safety that will be 
followed by a road-rally scavenger-
hunt and refreshments. Watch for post-
ers and look in the Quarterdeck for 
date, time and registration information. 
Anyone with suggestions, ideas or 
questions concerning youth programs 
please contact Mary Anne Schneider 
or Glenda Taylor at 646-2127. 
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Welcome to Christ the King Chapel 
The chapel family of Christ the King 
Chapel welcomes you to the Naval 
Postgraduate School. We hope your 
stay here will prove to be one of the 
most exciting, challenging, and spiritu-
ally enhancing tours in your military 
career. The pastoral staff is excited 
about your being here and for the op-
portunity to be of service to you and 
your loved ones. 
The Protestant Chapel family is a 
very warm and friendly oongregation. 
We invite you to join and to participate 
'in the ministry of this family. Christ the 
King Chapel has a place for all: singles, 
married, children, youth and adults. 
We provide numerous opportunities for 
you to worship, serve and grow in 
knowledge of God's word . 
Sunday Morning Worship is at 9:30 
and 11 a.m. Child care is provided free 
of charge at the NPS Child Develop-
ment Center. The Chapel is located 
between the Quarterdeck and the Ball-
room in Herrmann Hall. Sunday School 
for children and adults meets at 9:30 
a.m., children in Ingersoll Hall and 
adults in Herrmann Hall. If you like to 
sing, consider becoming a member of 
one of our several choirs. We feature 
traditional, contemporary and gospel 
music. 
The Prayer Breakfast Fellowship, 
which meets every Wednesday in the 
EI Prado Room of Herrmann Hall, is 
an excellent prayer support group. You 
will be tremendously blessed by the 
testimonies and messages presented 
Casa de Amigos Animal Hotel 
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./'h.. "We Specialize in Animal Care" 
• Boarding 
• Bathing & dipping 
• Indoor & outdoor runs 






JAWS POOR BOYS HOAGIES 
715 Foam St. 
Monterey 
6 AND8 FOOT 
PARTY 
SANDWICHES 
1193 10th SI. , Monterey (1 block from Naval Postgraduate School) 
For Faster Service - Phone Ahead 375-9161 
Mon. - Sat. 7-3 Fresh Doughnuts Daily 
by your fellow students. 
The two Protestant Chaplains, 
Chaplian Jayne and Chaplain Gilbert; 
are leading a Bible study entitled: 
"Kerygma: The Bible in Depth". There 
are many other Bible studies spon-
sored by the Command Religious 
Programs. The Officers Christian Fel-
lowship, The Campus Crusade for 
Christ, and the Navigators are actively 
involved in the ministry of the chapel. 
Come and join your classmates, 
friends, and neighbors in a chapel 
program that is designed for your in-
terest and spiritual growth. Come and 
contribute your time and talents for the 
glory of God in the NPS community. 
We look forward to meeting and fellow-
shipping with you. 
Muslim Services 
Muslim services are held every Fri-
day at 1 p.m. in the East Wing of 
Herrmann Hall in Room E518. Imam's 
name is Mohammad AI-Haise. For in-
formation, call (408) 375-4551, even-
ings. Acting Imam is Issam Yasin AI-
Metlaq. For information, call (408) 646-
9085, evenings. All are invited to join 
us. 
The Jewish Chapel 
Chapel information for Jewish be-
lievers is as follows: Every Friday 
evening, 8:15-9:15 p.m., a Worship 
Service is held in the Jewish Chapel 
at FI. Ord (Bldg. 1885), located on 5th 
Street between 1 st and 2nd Avenues. 
The service is followed by a time of 
fellowship. 
For further information, please con-
tact Chaplain William A. Greenebaum, 
III at 242-5310. 
St. Thomas Aquinas Chapel 
Welcomes You 
by Father Leo Brogan 
Life is like a pie. Each of us have 
frequent opportunities to sample a 
slice. In fact, we can eat the whole thing 
if we care to. Sadly, many. of us skip 
a slice or two; we play "pretend" and 
act as if those pieces don 't exist. 
The different slices of the pie of life 
have different names. For example, 
socia/life, with its parties at home, res-
taurant dining and get-togethers with 
friends all make up our social scene. 
Recreationa/ activities would be 
another slice, with its running, jogging, 
tennis, boating, racquetball playing, 
weight lifting - I'm too exhausted to 
go on! Of course, here at NPS there 
is a large slice of life called academic 
with lectures, tests, papers and end-
less fun hours in the library and at the 
computer. 
Then, of course, there is family qua/-
ity time; this "flavor" can really per-
meate several slices of the pie of life. 
II's that special something that makes 
whatever you do better because you're 
doing it with loved ones. 
Now, there is another slice of the pie 
of life that I think often gets overlooked . 
It's the God slice. Here we have family 
prayer at meals or at other times, Bible 
reading, sometimes out loud for the en-
tire family to hear and enjoy, worship 
services at the worshipping community 
of your choice, and lastly, an acknow-
ledgement of the Diety in all we think, 
say and do. 
May I extend a warm invitation to 
you to rediscover the importance of the 
Lord. Please feel free to join us in 
prayer this week or any week. Enjoy 
the whole pie of life. 
Monterey Peninsula 
Church of the Nazarene 
Reaching out to meet your needs. 
SERVICES CHILDREN: 
8:45 am. Family Warship 
9:45 a.m. Adult Bible Study & 
Children's Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Morning Warship 
Sunday School, monthly movies, 
VSS, camps, picnics, choir. 
YOUTH: 




Active Bible Studies, Fellowships & 
choir. 
Josselyn Canyon 
& Highway 68 
Monterey 
375-4414 
"A Christ Centered Church" 
ST. JAMES 
THE EPISCOPAL 
C HURCH IN M ONTEREY 
.lal HIGH STREET 
MONTEREY 
CALI f ORNIA 00940 
WE INVITE YOU 
TO WORSH IP WITH US! 
SUNDAYS 8 &, 10:15 A.M. 
EUCHA RI ST 
PROFESS IONAL CHILD CARE 
AT IO: 15A.M. 
FRANKLI N ~ HIGH STREETS 





MARK THOMAS DR. & JOSSELYN CANYON RD. 
MONTEREY 375-4463 
(A ..... alk away from NPS) 
SUNDAY 
8:00 a.m. - Holy Communion 
9:15 a.m. - Family Service & 
Sunday School 
11 :00 a.m. - Divine Worship 
Nursery Care at both 9: 15 a.m. and 





Jerome F. Politzer 
Rector 
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's La Mesa ; yVomen 
Blhle ' Studies 
Well here you are at the Naval Post-
graduate School. The boxes are finally 
unpacked, things are starting to look 
and feel familiar and now you are ready 
to venture out on your own and see 
what the Monterey Peninsula has to 
offer. 
Good news! One of the best things 
going is in your own neighborhood -
the La Mesa Women's Bible Studies. 
BETHLEHEM LUTHERAN CHURCH 
800 Cass Street, Monterey 
(between Webster and EkloradoJ 
We welcome you and invite you to 
share in our worshiping, serving, 
and caring community. 
I Arnold G. Steinbeck, Pastor II OffICe: 373-1523 
-f·- Home: 372·5085 
-[I ~':'IEIAS CIIU!tC1i 
NIs.s<)L'" SYSOD 
9:00 AM Bible Study and Sunday School 
10:30 AM Worship with Holy Communion 
Nursery Care Provided During Worship 
Weekday Home and Small Group 
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Fellowship Bible Studies Available 
Monterey United Methodist Church 
"Young Adult Fellowship" 
NEAR MUNRAS AND SOLEDAD DRIVE 
IN MONTEREY 
Sunday School 9:30 
Worship Celebration 11:00AM 
Loving Child Care Provided All MOrning 
A Caring Christian Community just minutes from La Mesa 
ONE SOLEDAD DRIVE 
CALL TODAY FOR INFORMATION AT 375-8285 
The studies are offered in homes at La 
Mesa on Thursday mornings from 9:45 
to 11 :15. The studies provide a unique 
opportunity for spiritual and personal 
development through study of the 
Lord's word . 
Each quarter different studies are of-
fered in keeping with the different 
needs of the group's participants. A 
sample of topics offered include study 
of particular bible books, to topical sub-
ject matters such as stress and even 
the challenge of being a woman. 
The studies are non-denominational 
and are sponsored by the Naval Post-
graduate School'S Christ the King Pro-
testant Chapel. For those of you with 
little ones, child care is available for a 
small fee. 
On March 22nd, from 9:45 to 11 :15 
at the Protestant chapel located in Her-
mann Hall , the La Mesa Women's 
Bible Studies will be hosting a spring 
coffee. Reservations are preferred but 
not necessary. For reservations or 
more information please call Regina P. 
Galvin at 373-3B02. 
Please join us and come to find out 
what studies will be available and what 
the program has to offer you. ' For 
where two or three are gathered in my 
name, there I am in the midst of them." 
(Mathew 18:20) - After all, you can't 
beat the company! 
-
Outreach Ministry: 
making a difference. 
Across the nation, from the Presi· 
dent of the United States to the leaders 
in your local place of worship, the chal· 
lenge has been issued. That challenge 
is: to make a difference; in your life, in 
someone else's life, in your communi· 
ty. 
How often do you think you make a 
difference in someone's life? The truth 
is everyday, you are making a differ· 
ence. You make a difference by what 
you say, by what you don't say, by your 
action and by your inaction. 
by Regina P. Galvin 
How do you feel about our society? 
Do you ever catch yourself complain-
ing about the state of the world, the 
country or even your own community? 
Now ask yourself, what am I doing 
about it? 
There are many organizations need-
ing volunteers, many people needing 
a helping hand and many ways that 
you can contribute to help make our 
world a better place. 
To find out more about these oppor-
tunities please stop by the Christ the 
WORSHIP 
CONTEMPORARY· 9:00 AM 
TRADITIONAL· 11:00 AM 
SUNDAY SCHOOL FOR ,AU AGES 
CAU FOR TIMES 
NURSERY AVAIlABLE AT BOTH SERVICES 
SINGLES MINISllRY AVAIlABLE 
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN 
CHURCH OF MONTEREY 
501 EL DORADO • MONTEREY ' 373-3031 
MINISTERS · JAY BARTOW· JEFF GAINES 
King Chapel and ask about the "You 
Can Make a Difference Outreach 
Ministry," or call the program coor-
dinator, Regina P. Galvin at 373-3802 
for more information. 
In Galatians 6:1 0 it says, "Therefore, 
as we have opportunity, let us do good 
to all." We have all been given unique 
talents and gifts, think how much 
greater our gift can be when we share 














by Faye White 
I grew up in a small town in Kansas 
and expected to spend most of my 
adult life there. I pictured myself mar-
ried to a businessman or professional 
of some sort, living in a two-story house 
with a big yard and, of course, a white 
picket fence surrounding it all. Now, 
unless you are from Kansas, or some 
other small town in the Midwest, you 
might have a rather limited picture in 
your mind of where I come from. Actu-
ally, growing up in a small, Kansas 
town left me with every reason to travel 
and explore many places in the world 
because I didn't have very much in my 
own back yard. 
But fate has a way of rearranging 
our lives (or, should I say, love does) 
and here I am in Monterey, California 
married to a sailor. I went into wedded 
bliss knowing next to nothing about 
military life, particularly the Navy (ex-
cept that I always liked the Navy uni-
forms best in the movies). In three and 
a half years of marriage, we're at our 
third duty station and he has spent al-
most half that time at sea. Not the 
"white picket fence' scenario I had pic-
tured. Only better! 
I adjusted fairly quickly to leaving 
home, my friends and family, and living 
in new areas. I was not afraid to get in 
the car and get lost or to introduce my-
self to strangers. And even the bumps 
of marriage eventually seemed to iron 
themselves out. But, having my hus-
band leave on a six-month cruise for 
the first time almost did me in! I was 
thoroughly convinced that the U.S. 
Navy was determined to ruin my life 
and my marriage, and I was powerless 
to do anything about it. 
For those of you who slid into this 
lifestyle with ease, this may not seem 
interesting. But, I'm prefacing this story 
in this way to make a point. 
About three months after my hus-
band returned from that first unforget-
table cruise (and NO, things didn't get 
perfect when he got home either), I 
had the opportunity to hear an admiral 
speak about what our armed forces do, 
where they go, and why they do what 
they do. And from that moment on, my 
entire attitude about my husband's 
work changed. It was almost a 
metamorphosis. I can't give you any 
specifics of that speech today, but for 
the first time I was given some informa-
tion I could use and some things to 
think about beside myself. 
Of course, there is another moral to 
this story. Time is a great healer and 
I enjoyed a much different second 
cruise when he left last year. There is 
so much to be said for keeping busy 
and having lots of friends to call on. 
And one of the most important "time 
consumers' I've found is Navy Relief. 
I began volunteering for them about 
two months after we were married and 
I don't plan to EVER stop! It's the fast-
est, most sure way I know of making 
friends, finding out about a new duty 
station, and getting involved in a com-
munity! For me, Navy Relief is like find-
ing that little piece of home we all look 
for every time we move. It isn't Kansas, 
but there is no place like our Navy Re-
lief home. 
Try us! We're located in Hermann 
Hall, downstairs from the Quarterdeck 
and we're open Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Or 
"call home.' 373-7665! 
Have A Healthy, Happy Smile! 
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We welcome you and your friends to our office· 
Our desire is to reduce your fears and increase your comfort. 
Both Dr. Lackey 
and Dr. Poole 
were formerly 




MONARCH DENTAL GROUP 
Providing a full range of dental service for 
adults and children 
~ 67S Pine Ave. ..M-. 
~ Pacific Grove ~ 
Telephone 649-10SS 








Washington, D.C., Northern Virginia 
SANDY 
MARTINISKO 
COME TO AN 
OPEN HOUSE 
MONTEREY HOTEL RESORT 
1000 Aguajito Road, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
April 21 and 22 
. Peninsula Room 
SPECIALIZING IN MILITARY RELOCATION 
MAPS-BROCHURES-FINANCING-SCHOOLS 
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION-RECREATION-MORE! 
ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL AIR FARE BONUS 
Send for Relocation Package 
----------------------------------------------------------
Washington D.C'!Northern Va. - NAME 
RE/MAX ELITE -------------
c/o Martinisko ADDRESS -------------
5641 Burke Centre Pkwy . CITY _____ STATE ZIP __ _ 
Burke, VA 22015 
1-800-344-7253 PHONE _ _ ____ ARRIVALDATE _ _ _ _ 
r-----On the Wharf-----' 
I know I parked my boat here somewhere. 
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"Hey kids, can you 
spare a dime?" 
---Eye of the Storm-----, 
29 
SwimWhere? 1990 
Webster's Dictionary defines "Swim-
suit Season" as 1) the time of the year 
immediately following the broken New 
Year's resolution , "Lose Weight", 2) a 
season celebrated by the annual 
"shaving of the legs", and 3) the cause 
of numerous nervous breakdowns by 
scantily clad women in major depart-
ment store changing rooms. 
Unfortunately (for some of us). the 
Swimsuit Season is here and this 
"Fashion Editor" combed trendy 
boutiques in Southern California for 
suits that have a slimming and flatter-
ing effect on different body types. 
There is no need to consult Redbook 
or Glamour this season for that special 
Slimsuit. We guarantee you'll find a 
style to "suit" your figure here. 
Summer in Monterey actually occurs 
for several brief weeks in the Spring. 
Unseasonably warm weather in April 
or May means you should get to K-Mart 
before they run out of plastic toddler 
pools and slip and slides. You will prob-
ably wear your swimsuit for hours of 
backyard fun , chasing toddlers through 
by Mary Anne Schneider 
sprinklers and handing out Kool-Pops 
to school-aged children who are so 
bored you wish they attended school 
year-round. The Pacific Ocean never 
warms up to that temperature the na-
tive New Englander calls "chilly", so 
you should never have to actually ap-
pear in your swimsuit at the beach. 
The cost of a swimsuit puts it into a 
category Fashion Editors call a "major 
wardrobe investment". Keeping this 
thought in mind, dollar conscious con-
sumers may want to consider whether 
or not the swimsuit selected may be 
paired later with tights so it doubles as 
exercise wear or how it might be clev-
erly altered to substitute as sexy 
lingerie. 
Consult the chart below to determine 
your body type and figure flaws and 
then refer to our recommendations to 
select Slimwear that "suits" your figure. 
1. Pre-pubescent Rumanian gym-
nast body type coupled with large bust. 
This body type should not be allowed 
at the beach or in the backyard. Any 
bathing suit featured in the Sports/llus-
trated Swimsuit Issue will be perfect. 
2. Pear shape - small bust, droop-
ing derriere, ample thighs. 
Swimsuits for this body type fall into 
the optical illusion category. Horizontal 
striping, eye-catching polka dots, 
neons and ludicrous bows and buttons 
draw attention "away" from figure 
flaws. 
MOVING TO GROTON, NEW LONDON 
OR ANYWHERE IN THE UNITED STATES? 
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FOR A NO OBLIGATION 
INFORMATION PACKET 
OF THE AREA 
JUDY McBRIDE 
3. Wide waist, short legs, splayed 
toes. 
Swimsuits made of a new space-age 
material will cut inches from your waist. 
(Don't ask where the whittled inches 
go.) Black always creates a "slimming 
effect", especially when combined with 
a chic, contrasting belt. French-cut 
styling supposedly gives legs a leaner 
look. My experience is that heredity is 
solely responsible for the length of your 
legs. Snappy colored beaded sneak-
ers cover severely splayed toes, but 
they are not waterproof. 
4. Heavy arms, big hips, knock 
knees. 
Swimsuits with off the shoulder styl-
ing slim arms while intricate criss-cross 
straps and wide bows flatter your back 
and make girl watchers ignore your 
hips. Slip-on skirt of the same material 
as your swimsuit hides knock knees 
from view, except when caught in sea 
breezes. 
5. Post-partum nursing figure type 
- Full front, unsightly stretch marks 
covering out-of-shape abdomen. 
Choose a swimsuit with a blousy, 
billowing top decorated with your favor-
ite Nursery Rhyme characters to cover 
ample chest. Matching Baby Snug Ii is 
an easy, secure way for baby to travel 
and will conceal your slowly shrinking 
abdomen. 
6) Triathlete or Twiggy body type-
Severely underdeveloped arms, con-
cave chest, muscular stick figure legs. 
This body type will find fabulous bar-
gains in Girls Sizes 7 - 14. Select a 
figure flattering, outrageously scant 
string bikini in a leopard print and "let 
it all hang out". 
It is impossible to cover every con-
ceivable body type in this article, but I 
hope these suggestions will assist 
even the most reluctant swimsuit con-
sumer in her quest for a perfect suit. I 
will conclude this article with some 
practical Do's and Dont's in swimsuit 
selection and wear. 
1) Do avoid swimwear made of 
spandex and Iycra. Jane Fonda in-
vented these materials in an attempt 
to boost sales of her work-out videos. 
AND TALK WITH FORMER-MILITARY 
RELOCATION CONSULTANTS WITH 
EXPERTISE IN ALL AREAS 
OF SAN DIEGO COUNTY! 
CASA MUNRAS GARDEN HOTEL 
LmRARYROOM 
700 MUNRAS AVE., MONTEREY, CA 
APR. 27 & 28 lOAM - SPM 
Only hea~h spa fanatics or women with 
super self-confidence look good in 
these fabrics. 
2) Don't wear a white bathing suit if 
you actually intend to get wet. Neigh-
boring sun-bathers may mistake you 
for a college cooed contestant in a "Wet 
T-Shirt" competition at Daytona Beach 
during Spring Break. 
3) Do get a Tan! A dark tan has the 
same slimming effect as a black suit 
and creates a youthful impression as 
long as you don't have a long history 
of tanning as evidenced by advanced 
wrinkling. 
4) Don't ever wear asuitwith a bui~­
in bra. The foam rubber padding does 
aid in buoyancy, but performing the 
backstroke while wearing this suit is 
like an advertisement for floating waffle 
cones. 
5) Don't ever lay completely prone 
while sunning. Always bend the legs 
gracefully at the knee. and with knees 
touching, gently sweep legs to the side. 
Legs always look shapelier in this pos-
ition than when lying flat. 
Harry & Jan Nesbitt 
FOR FREE RELOCATION PACKAGE 
CALL TOLL FREE: (800) 762-5599 
McMILLIN REALTY 
A McMILLIN COMPANY 














Like a child I just sat in the 
sunlight and played with the 
minutes as they went 






I am eight - reaching for nine, 
Each day brings new discoveries to my 
Giving me a keener sense of life and I 
My questioning mind enlarging my k I 
world 
living 
leidoscope of whys. - Muriel Blackwell 
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When the sand starts 
singing 
nobody else will hear 
but us, 
- Rod McKuen 
.. 
While others read 
biographies in 
resignation, 
Your thoughts take 
wing in exploration. 
- Muriel Blackwell 
And what is the future 
happy one? 
A sea beneath a 
cloudless sun; 
A mighty, glorious, 
dazzling sea 
Stretching into infinity. 





Seeking shells and seaweed on the sands of Monterey 
Watching all the mighty whalebones, lying buried by the breeze, 
Tiny sandpipers, and the huge Pacific seas. 
- Robert Louis Stevenson 
In the sun that is young 
only once, 
Time let me play and be, 
- Dylan Thomas 
47 
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Style is the dress of thoughts. 
- Philip Dormer Chesterfield 
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I must down to the sea again, 
to the lonely sea and the sky, 
- John Masefield 
Let's steal away in the noonday sun, 
It's time for a summertime dream. 
- Gordon Lightfoot 
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FOCUS ON: Your Provost, 
Professor Harrison Shull 
by Lydia Ariaudo-Gragg 
Q. Do you recall any special mo-
ments In your life? 
A. A special moment that stands out 
in my life was going with my dad on 
Memorial Day to watch the guns being 
fired and seeing the parade in town. I 
was about seven. My dad was very 
patriotic. We had a large flagpole in 
our yard and when the flag was raised 
we had to salute. 
Q. How did you spend your child-
hood summers? 
A. My dad had experimental fields 
and would hire me. I started work when 
I was seven and made seven cents an 
hour - child labor. Each year I got a 
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penny raise. It wasn't good wages but 
it kept me busy. We also had a beach 
house on the New Jersey shore .. We 
used to go down there on the 
weekends. I was a beach bum! 
Q. Where did you attend graduate 
school? 
A. I went to Berkeley. I knew I would 
never see California if I attended 
school in the Midwest or East Coast. 
So I applied to Berkeley, Stanford, 
UCLA, and Cal Tech. Berkeley sent 
me a telegram. During the summer I 
taught double time half the summer 
and drove back east to visit my folks 
the balance of the summer. 
Q. How was the job market after 
Berkeley? 
A. There wasn't any to speak of. I got 
a fellowship at the University 01 
Chicago for a year. A friend of mine 
who knew me as an undergraduate at 
Princeton had moved to Iowa State 
University. He talked them into hiring 
me the following year. It was an in' 
teresting five years! 
Q. Would you care to elaborate? 
A. While I was in Iowa I grew a beard 
and the chairman of the department 
didn't like people with beards among 
other things. Towards the end of my 
five years I had applied for a 
-
Guggenheim Fellowship and got it. 
When I went to the chairman to ask 
him if I could have a leave of absence 
he refused. So I told him I was gOing 
to resign. I think he was surprised by 
my remark so he said he would think 
about it. They gave me the leave of 
absence but I never returned. Inciden-
tally, I shaved off my beard. 
Q. What did you do for twenty-four 
years In Indiana? 
A. I did everything! While I was there 
I got into administration. I was acting 
chairman for the chemistry depart-
ment, acting dean of faculties, dean of 
the graduate school and Vice-Chan-
cellor of Research and Development. 
I decided I had enough of that and went 
back to teaching in the chemistry de-
partment. 
Q. Have you been a provost be-
fore? 
A. I was a provost at Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute in Troy, New York 
after I left Indiana. During that time the 
University of Colorado, Boulder, of-
fered me a position as chancellor. I 
was moving up from Iowa to Indiana 
to Colorado. Colorado was a nicer 
place. 
Q . What are your major respon-
sibilities as provost at NPS? 
A. I'm in charge of appointments, 
promotions, tenure, curricular reviews 
and faculty pay. How you run an 
academic institution which has its own 
characteristics of the United States 
within the Federal government which 
had its own regulations is a difficult 
problem. We have to deal with Federal 
regulations on the one hand and still 
keep it as an academic institution on 
the other hand. It's not so simple. Most 
of the time we're dealing with policy 
issues and making sure we get our 
funding and trying to keep the Federal 
government off the backs olthe faculty. 
Time cards is a good example. My par-
ticular attitude about it is that we have 
jobs that probably take an average of 
50-60 hours a week, and since we 
know that, we don't have to worry 
about whether they work 40 hours. I 
know they work 40 hours! 
Q. How do you compare the stu-
dents here to a regular graduate 
school? 
A. There are some major differ-
ences. The students are highly moti-
vated and work very hard. We probably 
give them too much to do and too little 
time to think. We have a very short 
time to do a lot of things with them and 
they still succeed. That's incredible! 
Both the students themselves are good 
at it and I think the organization of how 
the courses are put together and how 
the students are counseled with their 
curricular officers is a good combina-
tion of techniques. 
Q. Do you think there's more com-
munication with the professors and 
the students? 
A. A lot more here than in other 
places in terms of general communica-
tion. The part that is somewhat less 
here is only a matter of time and in 
most graduate schools there is a much 
closer interaction for a longer period of 
time between one faculty member and 
one student. Here that tends to be 
shortened because of the number of 
thesis quarters. 
Q. What do you do In your spare 
time? 
A. I like to take walks and bike ride 
and play with my computers. I'm a 
computer buff! 
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Monterey Bay's 
Suttle Sound of Music 
by Susan Romanelli 
The concert experience is a unique 
one. For a brief time, orchestra and 
audience share an emotional , often 
sensuous relationship. The music de-
fines feelings without using words and 
the reaction to it is spontaneous. One 
person behind the music holds the key 
to the success or failure of this union. 
On the peninsula this man is Clark E. 
Suttle, conductor and music director of 
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the Monterey County Symphony. 
Suttle, who is finishing his fifth sea-
son with the symphony, compares his 
job as conductor to that of an ar-
chitect's. 
"Music is a blueprint. Even when you 
put up a building, it never comes out 
how the line drawing says. To make 
that building work, you have to fudge 
here or change that depending on the 
land underneath it and everything else. 
Music is the same way. A note may 
have a dot over it. This means short, 
but how short is short?" 
When this interpretation enters the 
rehearsal hall, Suttle becomes coach 
and arbitrator, encouraging the musi-
cians to play while insuring that con-
tinuity is not lost. He supplies the 
energy and the leadership. 
"There's a fine line. If I stifle the 
creativity, then I'll just have a bunch of 
robots playing what I feel, which is al-
ready one step removed from me: 
Suttle continues, "They're all trained 
musicians and are going to interpret 
their lines in a musical way. What I do 
is try to coordinate all the different 
people and elements. Maybe one in-
strument is too loud for the others. I'm 
providing a set of ears and a beat that 
they cannot do in a large group like 
that. Then I let them play. If they're all 
playing differently, I have to negotiate 
and say let's do it like this: 
This rapport between players and 
conductor is apparent on stage. The 
solo performances shine without over-
shadowing the other 70 members of 
the orchestra. The California Arts 
Council agrees. It has given the sym-
phony its second highest rating (excel-
lent) for three consecutive years. Sut-
tle's background as an award-winning 
double bassist certainly plays a part. 
He has appeared at Carnagie Hall and 
received the Bronze medal in interna-
tional performance at the International 
Concours held in Geneva, Switzer-
land. 
"My father, who was a jazz fanatic, 
thought I might be interested in playing 
the bass. I was very uninterested in 
jazz then, but I loved Bach: 
At 36, he has held positions within 
the entire spectrum of American uni-
versity and metropolitan symphony or-
chestras, and he has performed in 
-
pops concerts with Ella Fitzgerald, Cab 
Calloway, Roberta Flack, and Joel 
Grey. 
Suttle earned both his bachelor of 
music degree in double bass and mas-
ter of music in conducting from the Uni-
versity of Michigan. His mentor was 
international conductor and 
musicologist Max Rudolf. They worked 
together when Suttle participated in the 
Exxon Art Endowment Fellowship, an 
exclusive program designed to train 
young music directors. 
According to Suttle, a music director 
is responsible for designing the prod-
uct we see on stage. "A music director 
selects the music and the guest artists. 
Every concert has to be an entity in 
itself and yet the whole season has to 
make sense. We cover different areas 
so there's a little bit for everyone." 
As music director of the Monterey 
County Symphony, Suttle is also part 
of the management team. He works 
closely with the players, the union, and 
the board of directors; he attends re-
ceptions and interviews; and he is ac-
tive in fund raising, a vital element in 
the operation of symphonic orchestras 
in the United States. 
Unlike Europe where ticket prices 
are much higher and where perfor-
mances regularly sell out, only 30% of 
a typical American symphony's budget 
is supplied by ticket sales. Suttle attri-
butes this apathy to a lack of exposure 
and education. 
"Music isn't inherently good or evil. 
It's what you've been exposed to. 
Children who have been exposed to 
classical music early on may not ap-
preCiate it right away, but as adults they 
come back to it. -You see a lot of this 
in Europe. Their radio stations play ev-
erything : Swiss yodeling music, rock, 
then a Renaissance piece. They mix 
and match like you wouldn't believe. If 
you hear it often enough, you begin to 
appreciate it." 
Suttle and the symphony are trying 
to pass this appreciation along to the 
chi ldren of Monterey County through 
an in-school demonstration program. 
Throughout the year, the children hear 
four different concerts which are intro-
ductory lessons to the woodwind, 
brass, string, and percussion instru-
ments. Then they head for the sym-
phony hall to witness a full orchestra 
production. 
"Kids are wonderful. They really 
don't have any prejudice; they develop 
it. I remember one time asking a group 
of kids, 'how many of you know a piece 
of classical music?' and some hands 
went up. Then I said, 'how many of you 
like classical music?' and all the hands 
went down. I bet them that not only did 
they all know a piece of classical music 
but that they liked it too. Then we 
turned around and played the Will iam 
Tell Overture and of course they all 
cheered ," Suttle remembers gleefully. 
This fascination for music is not li-
mited to the music director's working 
day. It is an important part of Suttle's 
private life as well. "I like the kind of 
music where you have to go into the 
composer's mind through the music 
and then back out again to the music 
to get the full meaning. Nothing in our 
experience is really different from what 
it was 500 years ago. We can do more 
things and go more places, but the 
human experience hasn't changed. If 
you're human, music has relevance." 
Suttle is sympathetic to those whose 
lives have not been touched by music. 
For a man who is so at home conduct-
ing gigantic orchestral canvasses, it is 
no wonder that one of his favorite com-
posers is Gustav Mahler. A forerunner 
of modem 20th century composition 
techniques, Mahler expressed man-
kind's spiritual torment through his 
music. 
"Mahler's 5th symphony has no 
program attached. There are no written 
words to tell what it's about. Mahler 
was very involved with death. When I 
first picked up the music I was looking 
for this sense of God and religion, but 
after looking at it for awhile I realized 
that's not what it's about at al l. it's about 
the person who remains here when a 
person dies and what he goes 
through.' There are five movements to 
the symphony and they parallel the five 
psychological stages of mourning. 
Suttle adds, "It's an incredible piece 
of music. It personally helped me. If 
only everybody could have that experi-
ence. It would be my dream that they 
could understand and listen to music 
that way." 
Suttle and his wife, Pia, recently re-
turned from a vacation in Germany and 
last month he guest conducted the 
Savannah Symphony in Georgia. The 
Monterey County Symphony will tune 
up under his baton again for their 
March performances featuring French 
horn soloist Hermann Baumann. 
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7--3 seconds· .. . the deafening pitch 
of rocket boosters screaming to life ... 
"T -2 seconds· ... five years of intri-
cate training funneling into a final, exul-
tant countdown .. . 
7-1 second· ... adrenaline violently 
pumping fear and excitement, anticipa-
tion and apprehension through your 
entire body, making those final words 
over the intercom achingly slow ... 
"LIFT OFF! Houston we have lift 
off!!!" 
For thirty-two-year-old Dan Bursch, 
Space systems major at the Naval 
Postgraduate School, the dream of 
being an astronaut, of living the mo-
ments of the "final countdown," is be-
'coming a reality. 
As the high school-aged son of an 
IBM executive, Dan had no particular 
direction for his life. On the advice of 
his father's boss, Dan applied and was 
accepted to the United States Naval 
Academy in Annapolis, Maryland. 
Graduating in 1979, Dan had an eye 
on the flight program. However, it 
wasn't until his first flight in aT -2 "Buck-
eye· that he fell in love with the speed 






by Nancy Ohanian 
career toward that of an A-6 Bombar-
dier Navigator. 
After a tour at Oceana Naval Air Sta-
tion , Dan arrived at Patuxent River, 
Maryland and the Navy's Test Pilot 
School. It was here that Dan became 
acquainted with several instructors 
who had tackled the intricate NASA ap-
'plication process, one of whom was 
selected as an astronaut candidate. 
"Being an astronaut was something 
that I always thought, gee ... wouldn't 
that be great, but it could never happen 
to me." Still, Dan pursued his applica-
tion to NASA. After six years of apply-
ing and being turned down, LCDR Dan 
Bursch was accepted as an ASCAN 
(Astronaut Candidate) to NASA. 
What it is that makes an applicant 
stand out? "After speaking with several 
other people interviewed when I was, 
I am convinced there is no cookbook 
recipe for what NASA requires in a can-
didate. I do think one thing they look 
for is diversity, specifically in your pre-
vious job assignments. They know that 
you have to get along with a crew for 
long periods of time and you have to 
be able to accept numerous projects. 
My own varied work for TPS, the 
Squadron and the Cruise Destroyer 
Group staff was very interesting to me, 
and probably helped in my own per-
sonal application." 
Dan is one of two selectees in this 
class of 23 that has no graduate level 
degree, proof alone that well-rounded 
experience is as genuinely regarded 
as is the candidate with a masters or 
Ph.D. in his field. Dan will be unable 
to complete his masters degree here 
at NPS due to a reporting date of July 
15 at the Johnson Space Center in 
Houston. 
As July 15 rolls near, Dan spends 
his time attending classes at NPS, 
keeping fit with running , tennis, and 
biking, and traveling to Austin to visit 
his daughter Emily, 5, who lives with 
his ex-wife. "Emily is still a little young 
yet to really understand what it is I'm 
going to do, but by the time I make a 
shuttle flight she will be eight or ten 
years old. By then she will be learning 
about the space program in school, 
and I think - I hope - it will be very 
important to her. It's funny, but it seems 
Emily knew of my selection before I 
did. The night I found out, she went to 
\ 
bed and told her mom to wake her if I 
called, something she had never done 
before. I called that night about 1 a.m. 
to give them the news. Although she 
was too tired to talk to me I felt she 
really knew." 
The actual NASA application pro-
cess involves applying to and passing 
a Navy board, then having your appli-
cation forwarded to Houston for further 
evaluation. Of 2,500 applicants, 106 
were invited to interview at the space 
center. The week long interview pro-
cess includes face to face interviews, 
rigorous physical testing, and, be-
cause of the longer flights proposed 
for the future, extensive psychological 
testing. After an intense week, 23 can-
didates were finally chosen. Dan re-
ceived word through a "routine" phone 
call from the director of flight crew op-
erations telling him, "NASA has a job 
down here for you ." The irony was, Dan 
could not tell anyone his jubilant news 
for 24 hours until the official press infor-
mation was released! 
What does Dan perceive as an 
ASCAN's role for the three to five years 
prior to a mission? "There are regular 
projects I will be asked to partiCipate 
on. For instance, with the impending 
Moon station, NASA is very concerned 
about the effect duration of flight has 
on the body. To combat the physical 
effects of these prolonged flights 
NASA must solve some basic prob-
lems, such as exercise in space. For 
example, the treadmill previously used 
for in-flight personnel to exercise on 
was causing too much vibration, so 
they are working on other means of 
exercise. I could also work at the Com-
mand Center in some capacity, do pub-
lic relations work for NASA. .. the pos-
sibilities are endless." 
When questioned about NASA's re-
covery following the Challenger disas-
ter Dan said , "They are getting the as-
tronauts more involved in the develop-
ment of the shuttle now. I think this 
input is very important, especially in 
terms of safety." 
Regarding fear of another Chal-
lenger disaster occurring, Dan ex-
pressed his concerns, but said , "There 
is a pOint in the launch when if some-
Ihing goes wrong, there is almost no-
-
thing that can be done. Actually I think 
NASA's proposal for three month de-
ployments in space is worse to think 
about! Gee, no port calls - I wonder if 
they have the sixty day rule for drink-
ing!" 
As for launches Dan may be in-
volved with, he sees himself participat-
ing in Department of Defense payload 
missions. However, he is confident that 
through training he will be versatile 
enough to handle many mission exper-
iments. 
Approximately six months prior to his 
assigned mission, Dan will drop all of 
his collateral duties and begin inten-
sive training for the specifics of his 
flight. "It all seems like a dream .. . I can't 
wait to get started!" 
With all the publicity surrouding 
Dan's selection recently, one of the 
more humorous calls he received was 
from the Mission Commander of the 
last Space Shuttle Mission. "Upon his 
return to Earth, Capt. Dan Brandens-
tein call to congratulate me on my 
selection. He laughed and added, 'I 
would have called sooner but I was out 
of town!'" 
Dan Bursch is like a kid in a candy 
store. Although small in stature, Dan 
is full of the excitement of it all- pi lone 
calls from men who have "been there," 
conversations with the likes of as-
tronaut John Young who walked the 
surface of the Moon on one of his six 
missions to space, and being hounded 
by NPS students who share the same 
aspirations. Despite his new-found 
celebrity, Dan Bursch remains very 
much in awe and a bit humbled by this 
turn of events and his career. 
With a smile as broad as Dan is tall, 
he admits freely, "What a great deal!" 
Congratulations Astronaut Bursch! 
NASA will be as proud of you as we 
at NPS are. When that "final 
countdown" plays calmly over the shut-
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201 Foam St.· Monterey, CA 
The Easter egg tree is a lovely alter-
native to the hardboiled variety and can 
be safely displayed long after the 
celebration. 








paints, markers, glue, stickers, 
sequins, etc. 
yarn, thread, or ribbon 
WHAT YOU DO 
On your next walk, look for a small 
branch about 1/2 inch in diameter with 
enough twigs on it to resemble a mini-
ature tree. Spray paint the branch 
white and "plant" it in a plastic container 
(like the kind that holds cottage 
cheese) that is filled with sand. If you 
have time, imbed your tree in plaster 
of Paris for a permanent ornament. 
Poke each end of the egg shell with 
an embroidery needle, deep enough 
to break the yolk. Blow on the small 
end and the egg will slide out of the 
bigger one. (If you don't mind a few 
wasted eggs attach your vacuum 
cleaner hose to the exhaust end of the 
cleaner, press one end of an egg to 
the open hose, turn on the vacuum, 
and whoosh the egg into a waiting bowl 
- this makes the eggs inedible bu1 
delights the kids). 
Adults and older children may paint 
their eggs and then coat them with 
clear shellac. Toughen the shells that 
younger children decorate my covering 
them with shellac first and then using 
markers, glue, stars, dry macaroni, etc. 
To hang the eggs, cut six inch 
lengths of yarn, thread, or ribbon . Fold 
the ribbon in half and knot the ends to 
form a loop. Lay the knot on the large 
end of the shell and seal with dripping 
candle wax. Hang the finished master-
pieces on your tree. 
WE DO IT ALL FOR YOU I 
eUPS 
e POSTAL 
e FEDERAL EXPRESS 
eMAIL BOX RENTAL 
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How Does Your Garden Grow? 
by Tina Brock 
It's that time of the year again. The 
birds are singing, the kids are shedding 
their coats, and you walk outside and 
see what you've been ignoring all 
winter. The flower garden was really 
neglected. There are big bare spots 
where beautiful flowers once bloomed. 
If this sounds familiar, you might 
drive by the Fort Ord Nursery. They 
have something to meet every garden-
ing need. 
As you walk through the gate, you're 
greeted by a big variety of rose bushes 
and rose trees. They also have many 
other "sunshine" plants - plants that 
thrive in the sun. They have grape 
vines and boysenberry plants. They 
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If you have been searching for an 
unusual statue to make your yard 
stand out, the Fort Ord Nursery has a 
variety of statues. Stone bird baths are 
also available. 
The Fort Ord Nursery has a large 
separate section for trees and bushes. 
Included are a variety of fruit trees : 
apple, cherry, pear, plum, and even 
crabapples. I grew up with an apple 
tree in my backyard and remember the 
bushels of apples in late August (and 
the apple pies, apple sauce, apple but-
ter, and apple nut squares my mother 
used to make!) 
You can even find unusual plants 
such as the bonsai plant (if you've been 
wondering where you were going to 
find one!) 
Every1hing you need to plant your 
garden can be found there. From top-
soil and soil conditioner to every1hing 
you need to rid your garden of pests 
such as weeds, gophers, and various 
insects. (They now have a plant that 
gets rid of gophers. The gopher eats 
it and it tastes so bad that they leave!) 
They have plant and vegetable seeds 
and pottery to plant them in and hang-
ers to display your prize plants. And if 
your green thumb is not what it used 
to be, then you can fill them with silk 
flowers from K-Mart. 
If your need is gardening tools, they 
have a vast supply of those. Plus books 
on how to grow just about every1hing. 
The people there are friendly and 
ready to help with advice if you're a 
novice at gardening like I am. 
I was very impressed by the large 
rooms filled with beautiful flowers and 
greenery. Drop in on them or call 899-
0383. They're open from 8 a.m. -5 p.m. 
Wednesday through Sunday. The Nur-
sery is located at bldg. 3828; just go 
in the main gate and turn left on North! 
South road. Turn right on First Street 
and follow the signs. 
• 
TABLE FOR TWO 
Out to Lunch 
If March's blustery winds and April's 
fitfulshowers are getting you down (or 
maybe it's the children's Spring break 
or your husband's finals), I recommend 
a sure-fire, not-too-expensive cure. 
No, not shopping - a leisurely lunch 
with a friend! Our women friends are 
special and necessary; but unfortu-
nately these friendships are usually 
nurtured on the playground, through 
crisis or official functions. An hour or 
so visit with each other without inter-
ruption of the phone, the children or 
school is a special treat and one which 
we all deserve occasionally. 
I try to have "friendship lunches" at 
least twice a month, with different 
friends in different places. One of the 
most unusual restaurants I've found is 
the Thai Hut, just down the street from 
K-Mart, at 580 Broadway in Seaside. 
It is a clean, slightly exotic cafe that 
serves wonderful Thai-inspired dishes: 
curries and spicy seafood, cooling 
salads and wonderful desserts (hOW 
about deep-fried ice cream?) They 
by Kim Burton 
have a special Friday luncheon treat, 
an all-you-can-eat buffet (including 
soup, rice, three entrees and dessert) 
for $5.95. The owners are charming 
and the food is delightful! 
One secret I've discovered to a re-
laxed lunch out is to arrive at a restau-
rant after the lunch crowd, usually 1 :30 
or so. for both Casanova's, in Carmel, 
and Pablo's in Pacific Grove, this helps 
to avoid the rush and make the meal 
more enjoyable. 
Located at 5th and Mission in Car-
mel, Casanova's feels like a cozy 
French inn. The serving staff is as trad-
itional as the baguettes they serve, 
crusty on the exterior and yet soft and 
sweet as you work through the meal. 
The pastas are freshly-made and the 
seafood dishes (especially the bouil-
labaise) are delicious and beautifully 
presented. The desserts are usually 
fruit tarts and pastries, and hard to re-
sist! If it's a sunny day, ask forthe patio, 
sheltered from the breezes but brim-
ming with charm. 
Pablo's in Pacific Grove is tucked in 
at the end of the Forest Hill Plaza, at 
1184 Forest Ave., next to Movie Mart. 
There are a few tables inside, but I 
think that the best way to enjoy their 
wonderful, heaping plates of Mexican 
food is to drive with it to Asilomar 
Beach and picnic. The dishes are all 
cooked without lard (for a clean taste 
and fewer calories!), the meats are 
shredded, not ground and the 
guacamole and salsa are zesty, but 
not too hot. Pick up a menu and call 
ahead next time, and maybe you'll 
even have a few extra moments to walk 
on the spring-swept sands of the 
beach! 
March and April are magical months 
on the Peninsula. One day will be 
windy and wild, the next will be sunny 
and serene. I hope you can plan a day 
in the next few weeks to enjoy the com-
pany of a friend, a restful , delicious 
lunch and a spring trip around the 
beautiful , blossoming Monterey bay! 
WASHINGTON D.C. BOUND? 
SHOULD YOU: 
• Buy or Rent? • Get VA, FHA, or Conventional Loan? 
After his worldwide military career and authoring articles 
on these very subjects, MARK REESE will help you find 
the answers. SEE HIM FIRST! 
Call COLLECT 703-569-9883 and ask for MARK REESE, or mail coupon below to: 
----------------------------------------------
~\~ CORYElL & TUCKER REALTY INC. \(1. 5803 Rolling Rd ., Suite 215 Springfield, VA 22152 ATTN: Mark Reese NAME __________________ PHONE ______ __ ADDRESS __________________________ ___ CITY ____________ STATE ZIP ____ __ 
ARRIVAL DATE ________________________ __ 
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COadtaL CuiJine 
FEED A SPRING FEVER 
Monterey is a wonderful place. We 
didn't swelter in oppressive heat as the 
rest of the country did last summer and 
I haven't yet had to wade through three 
feet of snow to chip ice off the car. I 
keep waiting , however, to be bitten by 
the infectious Spring Fever bug. But 
something is missing. There are no 
crocus pushing their orange and purple 
blossoms through the last blanket of 
snow or early forsyth ia blazing color 
by Susan Romanelli 
across a landscape drowned in gray 
for months. Monterey is a brilliant 
green in the winter. 
I decided to heed my three-year-old 
son's advice that "imagination is when 
you think." I got out the calendar and 
circled a week in late March. Now I'm 
going to wait for the temperature to 
warm up five or six degrees and cele-
brate with one of the things that draws 
our family and friends closest together, 
(no, not spring cleaning) shared in-
dulgence in good food eaten outside. 
We may not live in an area where 
the craving for spring is necessary, but 
a better place for roadside picnics is 
hard to find. The Central Coast is 
packed with national parks, wineries 
with beautiful grounds, and beaches 
everywhere. It might be a little windy, 
but you can always plan a picnic with-
out worrying about rain. 
ORDERS TO D.C. AREA? 
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Susie Mardis 
COME BY AND SEE US! 
Monterey Hotel Resort . 
1000 Aguajito Road (Peninsula Room) 
373-6141 
FRI. APR. 27 5-8 PM 
SAT APR. 28 10AM-5P'M 
SUN APR. 29 10AM-5PM 
Associate Broker, CRB L.. ___________________ ..... 
• Call today for your free Relocation Package (maps, 
info. on homes, Schools, military facilities and more) 




Colonel, USA (RET.) 
• Find out how our BONUS PACKAGE saves you money and 
protects your home investment. ealty 
ssociates • merican service. • merican pride. 
A family favorite that we have used 
as entree, hors d'oeuvre, picnic fare 
and even breakfast, is Sausage Roll. 
I remember my mother making and 
freezing these days ahead of time for 
family reunions. Her trays of this deli-
cious finger food were always the first 
to be emptied. 
DOUGH: 
1 cup warm water 
1 packet dry yeast 
1 teaspoon salt 
2 tablespoons of oi I 
2'/2 to 3 cups flour 
Put the warm water in a large bowl. 
Stir in the yeast, salt, and oil. Add 2'/2 
cups of flour, stirring until the dough 
separates from the sides of the bowl. 
Add flour until the dough is stiff and no 
longer sticky. Knead for five minutes. 
Place the dough in an oiled bowl, turn-
ing so that all sides are greased. Cover 
and let rise until it has doubled in bulk. 
About one hour. Makes one pound. 
SAUSAGE FILLING: 
1 pound bulk hot Italian sausage 
114 pound mozzarella cheese 
114 pound provolone cheese 
1 beaten egg 
1 hard boiled egg, diced (optional) 
Crumble the sausage into small 
pieces and brown in a large frying pan. 
Drain off the grease. Put the sausage 
in a bowl and mix in the beaten egg. 
Preheat oven to 375°. Place the 
dough on a floured board, kneading 
until the oil is absorbed. Roll it out into 
an approximately 12 X 18 inch re-
ctangle. Leaving an inch of space on 
all sides, spread on the sausage filling. 
Grate on the cheeses evenly and add 
the hard boiled egg. Roll the covered 
dough up from the long side and turn 
it so the seam is on the bottom. Fold 
the ends under. Place it on a greased 
baking sheet and coat it with a beaten 
egg yolk. Bake for about 35 minutes 
or until the crust is a rich golden brown. 
Serve sliced, warm or cold . Feeds 6-8. 
Give an ordinary egg salad a new 
twist by adding a touch of mustard, 
some asparagus tips, and lots of fresh 
dill. Toss some fruit and a bottle of wine 
into your picnic basket and head for 
the rolling hills of the bay area. 
-
~~III . 






IMPERIAL FISH MARKET 
"Freshness & Quality Fit For A King" 
400 Palm Avenue 




Authentic Italian Recipe! . 
A FRESH, THICK, delicious CRUST covered with a RICH tomato sauce. 
LOADED with MOZZARELLA cheese and the FRESHEST meats and 
VEGETABLES in any combination of your choice. 
11IY M'I COMIiNAnON YOU WM'I 
•• • All 'Iue •••• HAND TOSSID _ MedII •• ....... 
FRESH PASTA. ITALIAN SANDWICHES. FAMILY DINING 
FULL COCKTAIL BAIt 
Open Friday, Saturday & Sunday 11:30 a.m. 
Open Mo~ thru Thul'l4ly .. p.m. 
For .cout MMec, c.lI 




Jo Ann, Marie, Denise and Jamie 
would like to welcome. new arrivals 
to the Monterey Peninsula. 
A ful/-seNice hair and nail salon 
Many Naval Postgraduate students 
are satisfied clients 
350 Coile Prlncipol Monterey, CA 93940 
located on /he second "oor of /he 
Monterey Sheraton HoieL 
408/373-7223 
Hours Tue~ -Sot. 9106 
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Life Among the Ruins 
by Leigh Gardener 
Adventures in 
Spider Sitting 
My topic for this month is spiders. 
Unfortunately, none of you in La Mesa 
will be able to relate to it as I am sure 
they are all here dancing on my walls 
and ceilings. 
There have been times that I have 
imagined little spider advertisements 
touting my home as a half-way house 
for wayward long legs. I wonder how 
many stars I rate in the AM (American 
Arachnid Association) guide for travel-
ing spiders. At the end of my driveway 
are the tiny "You Have Arrived" 
350 Del Monte Shopping Center 
Next to McDonald's 373-2828 
billboards with a crosswalk leading to 
my front door. 
It's obvious things have gotten out 
of control; when I shout "SPIDER!", my 
husband calmly replies, "Okay, I'll get 
my gun." Together we have become 
quite adept at assassinating the little 
fly eaters at any range. a quick strike 
with a well worn docksider (size 120) 
will usually do the trick, but an occas-
sional assist from Smith & Wesson is 
sometimes unavoidable. 
My troubles really began the day I 
CHILDREN'S SHOE SPECIALISTS 
We Carry Widths to Fit 
The Very Narrow and Very Wide 




to Classmate readers 
with this ad 
STRIDE RITE LAZY BONES 
u\1E\L.DBE. Ambassador Travel 
Experience our service and our competent, friendly staff. 
64 
PurchAse « tour pacbgt, cruise or airplQ7U ticktts with a O.lllut of SI.ooo.OO 
and reaiOf! a compli~nttlry Town And Country Dining Club Mtmbtrskip. 
373-3888 
2511 Garden Road in the Garden Place Building 
arrived. The mover, noticing my little 
eight-legged house guests, began 
spinning a rather "oolorful" acoount of 
his experiences with the killer beasts. 
Horrified, I began envisioning some-
thing out of a grade B horror movie 
descending on us from above. In-
stantly, I became a woman with a 
cause. I was determined to save my 
family and all of humanity from these 
hairy legged monsters! 
I just don't know what attracts all 
these creepy fellows. Perhaps the cob-
webs on my front porch are the re-
mains of some ancient ancestral burial 
grounds; although for some reason, it 
seems the big attraction for them is the 
bathroom! I think the appeal may have 
something to do with the way the lovely 
yellow and green tile matches their 
eyes. Obviously, these are colors only 
a spider oould love. Anyhow, this 
seems to be the only place to vacation 
if you spin webs. 
I had to draw the line the night I un-
knowingly stepped into the shower with 
one of these hairy fellows. ( I can only 
hope he was a fellow!) As the steam 
rose in the shower, I noticed this eight 
legged voyeur peering around the 
corner near the shower door. He knew 
he had me trapped. I knew this was 
war. Luckily, I had my shower brush 
with me. I'll never know if it was my 
deadly aim or a sudden heart attack 
from the over-all visual effect that did 
this spider in. At any rate, he didn't live 
to tell his story. 
So, if you're missing a spider, give 
me a call. They're all at my house. 
.. 
by Kim Burton 
When I woke up this morning, 
I knew something had changed; 
the sun spilling so early 
into all the dark corners 
of this room, lighting 
even the emptied shells 
of the clothes that were shed 
late last night. After you left, 
I still hadn't named it, 
but the warm wind pulling open 
the door brought me 
Spring 
out to the sidewalk 
where I saw what I needed 
at last: that green edge 
of the lilly bulb buried 
last winter (the coldest day 
of the year) was breaking 
through dark, lifting 
the end of my sorrow, 
raising up to my welcoming hand 
resurrection at last. 
THE LAST BUG 
"You're out of your mind," 
They said with a shrug, 
"The customer's happy-
What's one little bug?" 
But he was determined 
The others went home 
He spread out the flow chart, 
Deserted - alone. 
Night passed into morning 
The whole room was cluttered 
With memory dumps, punch cards, 
"I'm close," he muttered. 
Chain smoking, cold coffee, 
Logic deduction. 
"I've got it," he cried, 
"Just one more instruction" 
Then change two, then three more, 
as year followed year 
And stranger would comment, 
"Is that guy still here?" 
He died at the console, 
Of hunger and thirst. 
Next day he was buried 
Face down, nine edge first. 
And his wife, through her tears, 
Accepting his fate, 
Said, "He's not really gone-
He's just working late." 
And the last bug in sight, 
An ant passed by 
Saluted his tombstone 





Come by and see me at 
Monterey Hotel Resort 
Peninsula Room 
1000 Aguajito Road 
SAT APR. 7TH 11-5 





Cam continues to assist military 
families coast to coast. She has been 
visiting mil itary installations for the 
past eight years providing an 
exceptionally high standard of 
service. Coupled with her warm 
personality is professionalism and 
knowledge that will mean an easier 
transition for you. 
Write for one of her specia l 
relocation packets with an area map, 
new homes brochures, homes 
magazines, school information, and 
mortgageifinancing materials. 
Top in her firm and in the top 1/2 of 
one percent in her area, Cam's 
success has made her a member of 
the Tidewater Million Dollar Club 
and the National Million Dollar Sales 
Club. 
U NMIST AKABL Y 
CAM TEMPLETON 
Over $25,000,000 worth of 
Tidewater real estate was 
handled by Cam Templeton 
since 1976. To do such a 
tremendous amount of 
business and do it so well -
according to her Buyers, 
Sellers, and Peers - is a rarity 
indeed. 
"Our real estate agent was 
tremendous, she did more than what 
was expected." - Lt . & Mrs . Daniel 
Johnson. 
"All of our praise goes to the 
excellence and professionalism of our 
agent. ... - Lcdr. & Mrs. James Bray. 
"Thanking you for every thing-
especiaffy your thoughtfulness, 
professionalism, and friendship." -
Lcdr. Ron and Li~ Honey. 
"Since it was our first time buying 
we needed aI/the guidance we could 
get: you helped us immensely." -
Cyndy and Bill Moore. 
"House hunting for us, of course, 
was a serious business. However, by 
the time we finished, it became fun for 
me ... You know I have never felt so 
comfortable and relaxed with a perfect 
suanger as f felt with you : - Alma 
Specht. 
"Mrs. Templeton 's performance as 
our agent has been far beyond that 
normally expected of an agent" -
Lcdr. & Mrs. Joe Satrapa. 
PROFESSIONAL 
REALTY CORP. 
468 Investors Place 





Name __________________________________ ___ 
Address __________________________________ _ 
City ________ State _______ ___ 
Phone ___________________ Zip _______ __ 
Rank ____________________________________ _ 
Expected date of move ________________________ _ 
Ie I~~rn' Corporation 
468 Investors Place ' Virginia Beach, Virginia 23452 
CALL 1·800-444-8103 OR (804) 428-J222 L _________ _ __________________ _ ~ 
-Living with Children 
Letting Go to Grow 
From the time an infant learns to 
reach for his bottle instead of having it 
handed to him, past the toddler's 
choosing to walk-tumble-walk rather 
than be carried, and on through the 
young child 's first day at school and 
the teenager's premiere solo drive in 
the car, parents and their children are 
in a continuing process of separating 
from each other, of differentiating. This 
process of letting go is often one of the 
most difficult tasks of parenthood, 
which may be why many of us spend 
a lifetime finding a balance between 
protecting and freeing, between bond-
ing and separating. 
A child's primary task is to find out 
and accept who she is; it is from this 
base of self-acceptance that all future 
growth is possible. A parent's greatest 
gift to a child, then, is to do whatever 
is possible to allow and assist in this 
rather tremendous quest. Instead of 
being a copy machine that tries to turn 
out a duplicate of himself or others, a 
parent in this case is more like a gar-
dener that provides nourishment, a 
healthy environment and room to grow. 
Sometimes, however, a parent may 
attempt to hold onto a child through 
making direct threats, utilizing guilt or 
shame, giving approval or love condi-
tionally (only when the child does as 
the parent wants), or by confusing tra· 
ditional family roles so that the child is 
given responsibilities that are more like 
those of a parent or spouse than of a 
Child. While letting go and promoting 
a child's exploration of himself and his 
World is often very difficult, it is ex-
tremely important for a number of 
reasons. It is through this adventure of 
self-discovery, the initial tone of which 
-
by Marianne Bingham Rowe - MS, MFCC 
is usually set by the parent's accep-
tance and encouragement, that a child 
begins to develop his sense of self. 
The first cues that a child takes in de-
ciding if this "self is o.k. are from the 
parents' reactions to him - if they com-
municate a belief in his competence or 
incompetence, of acceptance of his 
feelings or the message that his feel-
ings are somehow wrong (that he 
"shouldn't feel that way' ). Children 
don't question their parents' expecta-
tions, they question their own ade-
quacy. When a child has a positive self 
concept - a belief that he is worthwhile, 
lovable and capable - he can then feel 
more confident in making decisions for 
himself (rather than to gain acceptance 
from others) and know that he can re-
cover when he makes a mistake. By 
giving a child opportunities and en-
couragement to "try his wings: a par-
ent sets the stage for this development 
to take off. By letting go, a parent al-
lows her child to take hold of himself. 
If this letting go is such a good idea, 
why, then, is it so difficult? Most par-
ents, until they make a conscious deci-
sion to make some changes and work 
to accomplish a shift, follow the pat-
terns that were set in their own child-
hoods. It is not unusual for a father to 
say to his child the same phrases his 
father said to him, including the ones 
he swore he'd never say. A parent 
often sets up expectations that have 
nothing at all to do with the child her-
self. These expectations may be based 
on a cultural definition of a "good child ,' 
the parent's unfulfilled wishes or cur-
rent needs, or perhaps some un-
finished business (leftover anger or un-
healed hurts) from the parent's own 
childhood. While a person may not be 
able to get rid of all this interference in 
his relationship with his child , he can 
become more aware of it by notiCing 
when he feels frustrated or in a power 
struggle and then asking, "How does 
this incident relate to my expectations, 
present needs or my past?' Usually a 
good clue that the incident is tied in 
with thoughts or feelings about the par-
ent's past, present or future is the 
strength of the emotional reaction - the 
more intense (or tighter the desire to 
"hold on'), the closer the tie-in. A par-
ent can sometimes see a child as an 
extension of himself to the degree that 
the child's achievements (or failures) 
seem to become his own. When a child 
is caught up in maintaining her parent's 
self-concept, there is little room for her 
to develop her own. Most parents don't 
want to see their child hurt physically 
or emotionally; there is a strong urge 
to protect which sometimes gets in the 
way when it is appropriate to let go. 
While it may be easier to tell a child 
about lessons learned "the hard way' 
rather than witness the child's learning 
process, it is sometimes necessary for 
a child to "reinvent the wheel' in order 
to grasp the concept and move on. A 
final reason that it is sometimes difficult 
for a parent to let go is a strong fear 
of losing control. This fear is based on 
the parent's misconception that if he 
watches the child closely enough and 
holds on very tightly, he can stay in 
control of the child. Because, however, 
the child is a different being from the 
parent, she will somehow maintain a 
separateness and own control of her-






Kids truly enjoy playing 
and learning at Gymboree. 
Each 45-rninute weekly class 
is filled with music, games, 
sights and sounds they simply 
can't experience at home. Here, 
with their parents, children 
3 months to 4 years explore 
a colorful world unlike anything 
they've ever seen. To find out 
more about the exciting world 
ofGymboree, give us a call 
today GVM8OREE. 
CARMEL 408-625-8654 
..... , .. . 
GOING TO YOUR DENTIST 
DOESN'T HAVE TO BE 
A BAD EXPERIENCE 
Now there is a new comfortable and safe way 
to prevent tooth decay ... Sealants! 
Often Dr. Kroll uses a new technique, 
that seals your teeth and prevents 
. tooth decay. This is grea t for kids. 
. tt In fact children are some of 
our favorite patients. 
Call Dr. Kroll 
for free information at 
394-1408 
'. WE WILL GLADLY ACCEPl' AND ASSIST 
YOU WITH YOUR NEW 
DENTAL HEALTH PLAN 
:k. a: o ::i w 
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Enning & Saturdoy 
IIppolntm ... ts 
A. KAOLL 
DA. DARCIf MAmON KROLL 
GrQduat •• of 
G.org~own Un'v",'ty 
775 Kimball Ave. 
continued from previous page 
self. The parent, in spite of strong de-
sire and efforts, cannot be in complete 
control of the child ; there are some 
things that are simply out of his reach 
and usually the tighter he tries to hold 
on, the farther the child runs. 
Rather than perpetuate old, perhaps 
unhealthy, patterns or hold on because 
of fears, unrealistic expectations, or an 
imcomplete sense of self, a parent can 
take some steps to help her child 
develop to his fullest potential. First, 
and of foremost importance, may be 
the parent's continuing development 
and acceptance of her own sense of 
self. When a parent's self esteem is 
strong, she not only provides a more 
positive model for her child, but also is 
free to have her own existence, sepa-
rate from the child's, when it is approp-
riate. This individuation is a major fac-
tor in communicating to the child that 
he is responsible for his behavior. 
Through this sense of responsibility, a 
chi Id can develop a sense of the power 
he has in the choices he makes and 
how he lives his life. By making a con-
scious effort to maintain to maintain a 
clear focus on the child's wants and 
needs, by enjoying and accepting his 
personality and development, a parent 
not only provides an environment in 
which the child can become more 
aware of himself, but also presents a 
strong model that that self is wonderful 
and exciting to know. The belief that 
either a child is dOing the best that he 
can at the time, or that he is doing all 
he can to communicate something 
when he is not "working up to his poten-
tial,· enables a parent to attend to what 
is going on with the child rather than 
how is is measuring up to others or to 
the parent's expectations. 
The key, then, in letting go to let the 
child grow is in an acceptance of the 
child's development and personality 
and a respect for her entitlement to her 
own life. Like a flower, a child is born 
with an instinct to grow; she can follow 
this destiny most fully with a parent's 
nurturance of her physical and emo-
tional needs while striving for the bal-
ance between individuation and be-
longing. 
• 
of your toe nails to hair on your head, 
you're all protein.) 
DIETARY GUIDELINES 
1) Eating a sufficient amount of 
Calories to maintain the individual's 
best body weight. (Tables of height and 
weight, desirable body weights for men 
and women can be found in any nutri-
tion book in any library). 
2) Saturated fat intake should be less 
than 10% of the Calories, Total fat 
should be less than 30%, Cholesterol 
intake should be less than 100 mg./ 
1000 Calories, not to exceed 300 mg./ 
day. It is known that as many as one 
out of two American adults has a high 
cholesterol level that is higher than de-
sirable for a healthy heart. The best 
way to lower your blood cholesterol is 
to consume a diet low in saturated fatty 
acids and cholesterol and replacing 
them with polyunsaturated fatty acids 
(PUFA) and mono-unsaturated fatty 
Do you need a clean 
import car for one 
month or more? 
LEASE 
Monterey Import Motors 




I) You may return the car anytime 
after 30 days. 
2) All service and repair included. 
Call 646-0473 For Details 
acids. 
3) Eat more CHO. Current government 
reccomendations say that a healthy 
adult should eat 20-35 grams of dietary 
fiber (dietary fiber = soluble fiber + 
insoluble fiber) from a wide variety of 
food sources. Approximately one-
fourth of daily allowance intake may 
consist of soluble fiber and the rest, of 
the insoluble fiber. Soluble fiber is pre-
sent mainly in oats, beans, fruits, 
grapefruit and vegetables. A recent 
study has shown that grapefruit eaten 
daily reduces serum cholesterol level 
significantly in a short period of time. 
The insoluble fiber is found in wheat 
bran, whole grains, fruits and vegeta-
bles. Several studies show a lower in-
cidence of colon cancer among people 
in some parts of Africa whose diet is 
mainly composed of carbohydrates 
and insoluble fiber. (Some studies 
have also shown that too much fiber 
in the diet may inhibit the absorption 
of minerals and vitamins). 
HOW MUCH DO YOU NEED? 
American Heart Association's dietary 
recommendations advise people to 
consume 30% or less of their calories 
from fat, 55% or more calories from 
carbohydrate and 15% of the calories 
from protein. When these major energy 
giving nutrients are supplied in the right 
proportion, vitamins and minerals will 
be automatically balanced. 
First of all to reach your goal for 
these nutrients, consumption is based 
on your caloric requirements. The ap-
proximate amount of Recommended 
Daily Allowance (RDA) for Kcalories 
for an average woman ranges from 
1,800-2,100 Kcalories and for an aver-
age man 2,400-3,000 Kcalories. Note 
that these are maximum values for an 
average person and you will have to 
calculate your requirements, because 
these recommendations are broken 
down within broad ranges of age, 
height, weight and sex. 
• Bedroom Sets 
for Adults & Children 
• Sofas, Love Seats 
• Entertainment 
Centers 
• Wall Units 




• Dining Room Sets 




• Rocking Chairs 
ASK ABOUT OUR FINANCING • Coffee Tables 
and much more 
372·6250 MUM'S PLACE 
Lay-away plans SPECIALIZING IN OAK FURNITURE FOR THE HOME' OFFICE Mon .• Sat 10-5:30 
available 206 17th Street Sun. 12-5 
DOWNTOWN PACIFIC GROVE 
71 
72 
Custom Framing & Art Supplies Chop Service 
We specialize in the framing of needlework 
Family Owned and Operated 
Debby Rich Bernice Harry 
305 Forest Ave · Pacific CA 93950 • 408/649-4674 -!.."'-~ 
MONTEREY PENINSULA WATER IS HARD! 
YOU NEED SOFT WATER 
FIND OUT WHAT SOFT WATER CAN DO FOR YOU! 
CALL 375-9519 
TODAY 
ONE MONTH FREE SERVICE WITH THIS AD 
NOTHING TO BUY NOTHING TO SIGN 
NO CHARGE FOR ECONOMY SERVISOFT 
INSTALLATION IN LA MESA VILLAGE 
WAT ER CO NO ITION I NG 
"Serving La Mesa 
since 1959" 
"THE ONLY WATER NICER COMES FROM CLOUDS" 
The Hair Top Penn anent & Haircut Specialist for the best penn & haircut 
you've ever had! 
Specialist 
,.----NATALlE------, I HAIRCUT ASK FOR 
I $1000 NATALIE 
REG $20 372-6446 
230 FOUNTAIN AVE. 
PACIFIC GROVE 
,.. ---- ·NATALIE----., 
Perm! 
$2~OO ! 
REG. $50 And Up i 
HIGH LIGHTS i 
135.00 Rog. 170.00 I 
Long Hair em. I 
L ___ ~:~~.!L_J 
Continued from page 5 
by cutting the funds that serve low-in-
come women in the area of family plan-
ning. 24 million dollars in aid that would 
have assisted agencies like Planned 
Parenthood in the prevention of un-
planned pregnancies was denied. 
Those of us who follow the realistic 
statistics about unplanned pregnan-
cies know that this action sounded the 
death knell for thousands of children 
in California. 
375,000 children were born to drug 
addicted mothers in this country last 
year. Experts in the field of infants born 
to drug addicted mothers paint a bleak 
future for these babies that includes 
physical and intellectual impairment. 
Children born to teenage mothers oc-
cupy the lowest socio-economic status 
in our society. Their future is measur-
able only in the figures of infant mortal-
ity, poverty, hunger and homelessness 
rates. Practically speaking, they have 
no future at all. I wonder sometimes 
about the smug opinions of middle 
class women like myself. We occupy 
an endangered strata in this society. 
We represent a small portion of women 
in this country who have the lUXUry of 
an intact family system, a good 
economic base and informed choice 
about childbearing decisions. We 
choose when to have our children and 
decide how many we will have. 
Before our children are born, we 
have access to excellent pre-natal 
care. After they are born, we can offer 
them the birthright that should belong 
to all children , love, nourishment, a 
stable home environment, education 
and the hope of a bright future. Our 
children are really becoming a precari-
ous minority in this society. They are 
well fed , educated, and materially and 
emotionally rich. Compared to the 
wasteland of poverty, divorce, disease 
and the lack of educational and 
economic opportunities that is the real-
ity of their peers, they are lucky. 
Some of us may have reason to 
squirm in our smugness. We may 
question, as many sociologists do, 
what kind of a world will be the legacy 
we leave to "all" of our children. As we 
inch into the conclave of our safe 
neighborhoods and try to teach our 
children how to say no to drugs and 
sex, aren't we really trying to draw a . 
fragile veil between the realities of our 
existence and the way so many other 
children are living in the towns and 
cities that are not really so far away. 
It is my opinion (apply disclaimer 
here) that Planned Parenthood and 
similar agencies are doing the dirty 
work that few of us middle-class, well 
educated, comfortable women want to 
do ourselves. Planned Parenthood is 
looking beyond the well-structured, or-
dered world of informed choice and en-
lightened child rearing that we occupy. 
They are trying, against insurmounta-
ble odds, to provide other, less fortu-
nate women the choices we enjoy, 
planned pregnancies, adequate pre-
natal care and the glimmer of a future 
that defies the ugliness and callous-
ness of poverty, hunger, homeless-
ness, and drug addiction that is the 
most probable future for children born 
to some low-income and teenage 
mothers. 
Should we deny them a simple re-
quest for volunteers in this magazine? 
What is it that we are really denying? 
Perhaps it is the obligation of those 
women who have access to the best 
that this society has to offer mothers 
and children to help those who are less 
fortunate. 














Daily !H p.m. 
Sat. & Sun. 9-5 p.m. 
, . ' ( 
QUALITY NEW. USED 
BICYCLES BICYCLES FOR 








MILITARY DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD 
1772 FREMONT BLVD. MON-FRI 11-7 
SEASIDE 899-1716 SAT 10-6 
Dr. Charles R. Unkenbach, D.D.S. 
General Dentistry 
Capt. Linkenbach was formerly the 
Director of the Naval Postgraduate School Dental Department 
1010 Cass St. 





PR O FE SSI ONAL S 
exclusively 
for those who care 
50 Bonifacio PI. 
Downtown Monterey 
646-8084 
Tues. - Sat. 9:00 - 6:00 
PERMINGD VANCE AD TYLiNG HAIRS 
Let Us Develop Your Film 
·4 x 6 prints 
• 3% x 5 prints 
• Contact Sheets 
• Color or 
Black & White 
• E6 
• Kodachrome 
580 Lighthouse Ave. 
372-6337 
Mon. - Fri. 9:00 - 6:00 Sat. 10:00-3:00 
Closet 
Woes? 
For those of you who have arrived 
here and found your quarters too small 
for your possessions, there is a solu-
tion of sorts: nontemporary storage. 
The emphasis is on nontemporary. 
The government will pick up and store 
for you items which you cannot fit into 
your quarters. Unless you have an ad-
dition to your family, lose your furnish-
ings or move into different quarters, 
these items will not be returned to you 
until your next duty station so make 
sure it's something you KNOW you 
don't need. 
Anything that can be shipped by a 
mover can go into storage. Maternity 
clothes and baby items should be 
packed together and identified on the 
inventory in case they need to be 
pulled out early. Likewise, flight gear 
and professional books should also be 
identified should they need to be ship-
ped separately later on. 
For additional information, contact 
the Personal Property Office. 
La Mesa 
Beautiful 
The O.S.W.C. has formed a new 
committee, La Mesa Beautiful. Its pur-
pose is to assist in the improvement of 
playgrounds and common living areas 
of La Mesa housing by providing funds 
for materials used in self-help projects 
that better the quality of life in La Mesa. 
Some examples of possible projects: 
a. Renovate the teen center. 
b. Provide benches for playgrounds. 
c. New sand for playgrounds. 
d. Repair broken playground 
equipment. 
e. Flowers or landscaping for 
common areas. 
f. Repaint playground equipment. 
g. Improve community center. 
h. Improve ball fields. 
Organizations, such as Girl Scouts, 
Boy Scouts, etc., as well as La Mesa 
residents are eligible to request funds. 
Requests are to be submitted to the 
Beautification Committee. The com-
mittee will make a recommendation to 
the O.S.w.C. Executive Board. If the 
Executive Board approves, the request 
wi ll be submitted to the NPS Military 
Operations Department. Upon final ap-
proval, a check from the La Mesa 
Beautification Fund will be issued. 
There are some restrictions. First, 
the request must seek to improve a 
building, playground or common area 
in La Mesa housing. Don't even think 
of applying to add on a garage or fourth 
bedroom to your set of quarters. Re-
member, everyone is to benefit from 
the project, not just your Volvo. Also, 
projects must be maintainable by 
housing and public works. 
If you would like to submit a request 
for funds, or if you are interested in 
serving on the La Mesa Beautiful Com-




BUILDING COMPUlClt SYSTEMS YOU CAN nuST. 
Are you looking for a new computer? 
How about a system that is cuslOmized 
to meet your needs, as well as your 
budget,and dont forget personal service. 
Quality has been designed into every Trusty system 
from the start. Only proven components are used in 
our systems to ensure high quality and reliablity. 
228 16th St. Pacific Grove Ca. (408) 655-2976 
387 OCEAN AVENUE 
MONTEREY. CA 93940 
. Favalo .. Is offering complimentary 
consultations and exams with ad. 
FOUOWING? 
5. NECK, SHOULDER & ARM PAIN 
6. NUMBNESS" HANOS OR ARMS 
7. PAIN BETWEEN SHOUtDERS 
8. lOW BACK & LEG PAIN 
DOMINIC J. FAVALORA, D.C. 
PALMER GRADUATE 









A von Trained 
Beauty Advisor 




Products for every family 
member with THE A VON 
GUARANTEE 
MI N I-SHOPPERS 
$20/mo. 
Call : Joy Lukenbill (646-8390) by the 
5th of the month prior to the month 
of publication. 
l'rt~ CO.metl~ 










Home of the 
Adult Burger 
and Parlor Car Cocktails 
Your Host Engineers 
Larry. Cindy 
2114 DelMonte Ave. 





FREE CATALOG uz HEALY 373·0779 
~F'",ThroughAd"11 PIANO &- ORGAN 
LESSONS 
Bea Bowman 
Hidden Hills With Master of Arts in Music 
65~2647 and Teaching Credentials 
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR 
YaJR LIFE 













Mon. & Thurs., 10-12 
1st Sat. of month, 10-12 
Bldg. 301 (next to SATO office) 
Free Toys 
From 
Discovery Toys ! 
ItMle ~ EduCarlOl'lal CotIsullMII 
'rom Ooscover, rOyS onlO your 
home 5nencernonslr31e quat.ly 
eCIuC.1toonal :Oy'5 DQOIo,S II'C 
games tot ~f ~foenCS ana 
tam~y. anCI YOU COUoCl fK 81ve a 
'ree IOy'CoIII:()( 1TIOf"lI'Ilotmaloon 
~ 
DENISE L RYRNlS 
106 Mervine St. 
Mo"t croy, CA 9)9"0 
(400 1 Mh·?761 





VETERINARY MEDICINE & SURCERY 
PRACTICE LIMITED TO 
• DOCS • CATS • .as • RtIIEHTS • RABBITS • EXOTIC ANIAAlS & REPTlES 
BOARDING & TREATMENT OF PETS REQUIRING DAILY MEDICATION 
PROFESSIONAL GROOMING 
MARK THOMAS THOMSON D.V.M. MICHAEL J . MURRAY D.V.M . 
WlClATlII .. _1m.'II'I' 
CAll FOR APPOINTMENT OR DROP OFF FOR EXAM & PICK-UP LATER 
- V ACCINA TlON CLINICS - TO FORT 0ft0 TO IIONWIf.Y 
~. I!!!:~~~~J l ~~~ .. 
.... • OPEN LATE HOURS ON WEEKNIGHTS DEL MONTE Bl - .... 
.. 780 ELM AVE .• SEASIDE (BEHIND THE BANK Of AMERICA ON FREMONT) ~ 
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Monterey Federal Credit Union .. . . .... 647-2400 
9:45 a.m.-4 p.m., Mon.-Fri. 
Navy Federal Credit Union .. . . . .. . .. . . 373-2725 
8:30 a.m.-4 p.m., Mon.-Fri. 
Barber Shops 
Main Exchange . . ..... . . ... .. . . . . . . . 373-5933 
8 a.m.-5 p.m., Mon.-Sat. 
Herrmann Hall . . .... . . . .. ... . . .. .. . . 373-5505 
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Mon.-Fri . (appointment recommended) 
Beauty Shop !1~ ~IJ'" I 
Main Exchange . .. . ........ .. . .. . ... i I 1118 
Closed Sunday 
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Mon.-Sat. 
8 a.m.-6 p.m., Thurs. 
Bookstore .... . ... . .. . ... ... •. ... 373-1121 (7343 
10 a.m.-5 p.m., Mon.-Sat. 
Customer Service/Cashier . . . .. .... .. .. 373-3575 
(see info. under Navy Exchange) & 7277 
Chaplain Offices 
Catholic . . .. . .. . .. ... .. ...... . . .. .. 646-2242 
8 a.m.-4:3O p.m., Mon.-Fri. 
Protestant .. . . ... .. ... . . . . .. .. ... .. 646-2241 
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Mon.-Fri . 
Child Care Center .. .. .. . . . .... ... .. .. 646-2734 
7:45 a.m.-5:30 p.m., Mon.-Thurs. 
7:45 a.m.-12:1 5 a.m., Fri . 
5 p.m.-12:15 a.m., Sat. 
8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m., Sun. (Church hrs. only) 
Child Development Annex . . . ... .. . . . . . 646-2734 
8:45 a.m.-I p.m., Mon.-Fri. 
Same day appointments call 646-2340 
Computer System .. . .. . . . . ... .. .. : . . . 646-2721 
System Status (tape recording) .. . • ... . 647-2713 
Family Services Center . . . . . . .. . . •.. .. 646-3060 
8 a.m.-4:3O p.m., Mon.-Fri . 
Laundry-Dry Cleaning . . . . .... ... ... . . . 373-5933 
8 a.m.-5 p.m., Mon.-Sat. 
Legal Office . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . . 646-2506 
Library 
Information .. .. .. . .. .... .. ... .. .. .. 646-2947 
7:30 a.m .. -ll p.m., Mon.-Thurs. (services open 8 a.m.-l 0 p.m.) 
7:30 a.m.-6 p.m., Fri. (services open 8 a.m.) 
9 a.m.-6 p.m., Sat. (services open 12 noon-4 p.m.) 
10 a.m.-I I p.m., Sun. (services open 1:30-10 p.m.) 
Paging . . .. . . . . ... ..... . . . . . . . . .. .. 646-2920 
Navy Exchange 
78 
Navy Exchange Officer . . . . ... • . . . .. .. 375-3737 
Main Retail Store ..... . . . . ... • . ... .. 375-5958 
10 a.m.-5 p.m., Mon.-Sat. 
10 a.m.-6 p.m., Paydays 
12 noon-5 p.m., Sun. 
Layaway closes at 4:30 p.m. 
Navy Relief .. . . . . ... . .. . . . . . . . . . ... . . 373-7665 
10 a.m.-I p.m., Mon., Wed., Fri. 
Thrift Shop . .... . ...... . .... .. . . . . . . . 375-0886 
Bldg. 301 - Old Navy Exchange 
10 a.m.-12 noon, Mon. & Thurs. 
10 a.m-12 noon, 1 st Sat. of month 
Military 1.0. required 
Officers' Club Office . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. 372-1339 
Optical Shop . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. •. . . . . . . 373-2134 
10 a.m.-5 p.m., Mon.-Sat. 
Closed Sunday 
Outdoor - Garden Store . . . . .. ... . .. . . . 375-5958 
(see info. under Navy Exchange) 
Package Store .. . . . . .. . ... . . .. . . .. .. . 373-7511 
Closed Sunday 
10 a.m.-5 p.m. , Mon.-Sat. 
Personal Property (Household Goods) .. 373-2151 
8 a.m.-3:30 p.m., Mon.-Fri. 
Personalized Services .. . . .. . ....... . . 373-5993 
10 a.m.-5 p.m., Mon.-Sat. 
12 noon-5 p.m., Sun. 
Post Office . . . .... . . . . . .. . . .. . .... . .. 646-2585 
9:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Mon.-Sat. 
Recreation 
Gear Issue Room .... .. . . . .. . .. .. ... 646-3118 
Golf Course 
Pro Shop .. . .... .. .. • . . . .. .... . .. . 646-2167 
Snack Bar . . . .... . . . . ... . . .. .... . . 373-8118 
Gym .. .. .. .. .. .......... .. .... ... 646-3118 
from on base . . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. ..... . . . . 3188 
Recreation Office . . . . .. ... . .. . ... . 646-2466167 
Sports Director . .. .. ... . . ..•. ... . . . . 646-2497 
Tennis Professionals 
Karen Stewart ... . . .... . ........ . .. 373-3437 
Quarterdeck . . . . .... ... . . .... .... . .. . 646-2441 
(after hours information) 
Service Station . . . . . . . .. ...... . . ..... 373-7271 
Gas Pumps 
7:30 a.m.-5 p.m., Mon.-Fri. 
9 a.m.-5 p.m., Sat. 
12 noon-5 p.m., Sun. 
Auto Parts Shop 
8:30 a.m.-5 p.m., Mon.-Fri . 
9 a.m.-5 p.m., Sat. 
Closed Sunday 
Repairs 
Appointment Desk .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . 373-7271 
7:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m., Mon.-Fri. 
Uniform Shop .. ..... . . . . .. . .. ..... . . 375-3737 
EMERGENCY NUMBERS 
police . .. ....... . . . .. ..... . .. .... . .. . . .. . 911 
Are ... . . ... . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . .... .. . .... . . 911 
Ambulance .. .... .. .. ........ .. .. .. ....... 911 
NPS Security .. .. .. . . . .. .. . . ..... . ... 646·2555 
if busy .. ... . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . ....... 646-2556 
Fo~ft~rj ~~ergency 'Room . : : : : : : : . 242:7~1~:f~~ 
if busy . . . . ......... . . . . .. . ... . 242-2020/6311 
Polson Control (Fort Ord) ... . . ... 242-7631 /32133 
if busy ... . . .. . ........ . . . ... . . .. .. 242-2030 
Suicide Prevention (24 hrs.) . ... ... . . . . 649-8008 
24-Hour Crisis Line . . . . .. . . . ...... . . . . 373-4773 
Counseling .Center 8:30 a.m.-5:30 Q.m., Mon., Fri. 
8.30 a.m.-a.30 p.m., Tues., Wed., Thurs. 
Business number ... . . . . . . .... . . . . .. 373-4775 
Rape Crisis Center 
of the Monterey Peninsula (24 hrs.) .. . 375-4357 
YWCA - Domestic Violence 
of the Monterey Peninsula . . ... . . . . . . 372-6300 
Domestic Violence Crisis Line .. ..... . . 372-6300 
Monterey Co. Dept. of Social Services . .. 899-8001 
8 a.m.-5 p.m., Mon.-Fri. 
Sheriff's Dept. . . . . .. . ... .. . . . . . . .. . . . 647-7702 
LA MESA NUMBERS 
Elementary School . . . . . . .. . .. .... . ... 649-1872 
Housing Office .. . . .... . . . . . . ..... .. .. 646-2321 
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Mon .. -Fri. (p~one calls) 
9 a.m.-3 p.m., Mon.-Fri. (walk-In) 
Closed Saturday & Sunday 
Village Store . . . . . .. ........ . . . .. . ... 375-0959 
10 a.m.-7 p.m., Mon.-Sat. 
12 noon-6 p.m., Sundays and Holidays 
Teen Center ... . . . . . . ... . . .... . . . .... 646-2127 
Children between 13 and 19 years old permitted. 
4-8f.m., Mo~.-Thurs . 
5-1 p.m., Fri. 
2-11 p.m., Sat. 
Closed Sunday 
FORT ORO NUMBERS 
Information . . .... .. . . . ....... . . . . .. .. 242-2211 
Arts & Crafts Programs Office .. . . . .. . . 242-3584 
Barber Shop .. .. . . .. . . . . . ... .. .... . .. 899-0822 
Beauty Shop . . ... .. .. . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . 899-3198 
Bowling Lanes . .. . ... .. .. . . 899-1545 or 899-0816 
Ceramic Shop .. . . ... . ... . . . . .. . . . ... 242-3983 
Child Development Center .. .. . ,' .. . 242-2934/2436 
5.30 a.m.-6 p.m., Mon", Wed., Fri. 
6 a.m.-6 p.m., Tues., I hurs. 
Commlssary{lnformation) . ... : 242-424216263/3663 
10 a.m.-6 p.m .... Mon., Wed., Fri. 
9 a.m.-5 p.m., lues. 
10 a.m.-7 p.m. Thurs. 
10 a.m.- 5 p.m" Sat. 
9 a.m.-4 p.m., .:>un. 
Craft Shop Director . . ... . .• . . . . .. . . . . . 242-3584 
Florist . . . . . . .. . . . . . ...... . ... .. . . ... 394-4718 
Four Seasons . ......... .. . .. . .. . • .. . 899-2337 
Golf Course . .... ... . . ... . . . . ... . •. .. 242,3268 
Pro Shop (tee time) . . . . . . .... . ...... 242-3268 
Main PX .. . .. . .. .. . . . . . . .... . ... • ... 899-2336 
9 a.m.-9 p.m., Mon.-Sat. 
10 a.m.-6 p.m., Sun. 
Silas B. Hays Army Hospital 
Centrex - appointments ..... . . . ... . .. 899-4455 
OB/GYN .. . .............. . .... 242-6536/4075 
Patient Information . ... . .. ... . ... .. . . 242-7681 
Pharmacy ... . ..... . . .. . .. . .... . .. . 242-7575 
Pediatric Clinic '~.: " "" " "" " '" 242-7645/6 
Optometry, Bldg. 4<S80 . . .. .. . . . .. 242-5976/5566 
Movie Informatlon{tape recording) ....... 242-3268 
Officers' Club .. . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 899-3445 
Optical Express ............ . . ... ... .. 394-0396 
Outdoor Rental .... . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .... 242-7322 
Passport - Transportation ........ . .. . . 242-6301 
Thrift Shop . .. ... . . . ........ . .. ... . . . 899-4975 
Vet Clinic (small animal) ..... . . .. . . . . . . 242-4994 
Mon., Wed., Fri . call for appointments 
NAVAL ANNEX 
Navy Pre-SchoollAnnex ........ . ... . . . 
Bldg. 25 
Fleet Numerical Oceanography Station 
PRESIDIO NUMBERS 
Operator/lnformation . . ..... . . ... . .... 242-2211 
Craft Shop . . .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. ...... .. . 242-3594 
Child Development Center ...... .. . . ... 647-5530 
6:45 a.m.-5:30 p.m., Mon.-Fri. 
Closed Saturday & Sunday 
Health Clinic 
Information .. . . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .... 647-5234 
Central Appointment System .... . 647-5741 /42143 
Laboratory .......... . ... . ......... . 647-5673 
Pharmacy ....... .. . . . . .... ..... . .. 647-5234 
Navy Medical Admin. Unit . . . .. ... . . . 647-5614/5 
Sick Call .. .. . .. . .. .. ... . . . ..... .. . 647-5234 
X-ray . . . ...... . . . . .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. . 647-5673 
Movie Information (tape recording) . . .. . . 242-5566 
Officers' Club . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 649-6678 
PX .... . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. .... . . .. .... 647-9602 
10 a.m.-7 p.m., Mon.-Fri. 
10 a.m.-5 p.m. , Sat. 
11 a.m.-5 p.m. , Sun. 
Rent-All Center . . . . .... .. . . .... ... . . . 899-0808 
Thrift Shop .. . ... . . . .. . .... ......... . 372-3144 
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We'll help you find a new 
home in a new hometown. 
When you're relocating, we can help. By selling your home here and help-
ing you find a new one in a new hometown. Our CENTURY 21· office is 
part of the largest referral system in real estate. The CENTURY 21 VIP" 
Referral Network links thousands of CENTURY 21 offices system-wide. It 
gives you access to ready buyers, and connects you with trained real estate 
professionals who can make you feel at home, wherever you're moving. 
Give us a call. And put the hometown advantage to work for you. 
Put Number 1 to work for you: 
ALLIED ASSOCIATES, INC. 
550 Camino EI Estero 




C 1987 Century 21 Real Estate CorporaHon as trustee for the NAF. and'" -trademarks of Century 21 Real Estale Corporation Equal Housing Opportunity Ii' 





Virginia Beach - Norfolk 
Come To An Open House ___ 
~-
FREElndividuai Consultation, 
Information Packet, View Homes On Video 
• Housing & Real Estate Market • Schools & Communities 
• Financing & Qualifying . • Transportation 
Ask about our House Hunting Air Transportation Plan 
APRIL 20,21,22 FRIDA Y - SUNDA Y 
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
HYATT REGENCY MONTEREY 
CONFERENCE CENTER 
. ''SPY GlASS II" ROOM 
ONE OW GOLF COURSE ROAD 
MONTEREY. CAUFORNlA 
JUDY TOBIN - KATHY FELLING ELEANOR HAWKINS 
Northern Virginia Maryland 
JIM & PAT RALEIGH 
Virginia Beach - Norfolk ,,-
TOLL FREE NUMBER 1-800-525-8910 
EXT. 9235 
